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On the homotopy classification of
proper Fredholm maps into a Hilbert space

By Alberto Abbondandolo at Bochum and Thomas O. Rot at Amsterdam

Abstract. We classify the homotopy classes of proper Fredholm maps from an infinite-
dimensional Hilbert manifold into its model space in terms of a suitable version of framed
cobordism. Our construction is an alternative approach to the classification introduced by
Elworthy and Tromba in 1970 and does not make use of further structures on the ambient
manifold, such as Fredholm structures. In the special case of index zero, we obtain a complete
classification involving the Caccioppoli–Smale mod 2 degree and the absolute value of the
oriented degree.

Introduction

In [12] Elworthy and Tromba classified the space of proper Fredholm maps from certain
infinite-dimensional Banach manifolds into their model Banach space modulo proper Fredholm
homotopy, in the spirit of the Pontryagin framed cobordism theory. The first aim of this paper
is to present an alternative approach to this classification, which we find to be simpler and
which does not make use of additional structures on the infinite-dimensional manifolds, such
as Fredholm structures. The second aim is to specialize this classification to Fredholm maps of
index zero and to relate our invariants to degree theory.

Unlike in [12], which considers manifolds modeled on Banach spaces satisfying suit-
able assumptions, here we just treat the case of manifolds modeled on the separable infinite-
dimensional real Hilbert space H. In order to simplify the exposition, we deal only with smooth
maps. In Appendix C, we briefly discuss how our results can be generalized to more general
Banach manifolds and to maps having finite regularity.

We now describe our approach and main results. Let M and N be paracompact smooth
manifolds modeled on H. A smooth map f WM ! N is said to be Fredholm if its differential
at every point is a Fredholm operator. Since the general linear group GL.H/ of H is con-
tractible, the tangent bundle of any manifold modeled on H is trivial. By fixing trivializations
of TM and TN , the differential of a Fredholm map f WM ! N at any point can be seen as
a Fredholm operator on H, and hence the section df can be seen as a map

df WM ! ˆ.H/;

where ˆ.H/ denotes the space of Fredholm operators on H. We will systematically see the
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differential of a Fredholm map f WM ! N in this way. Notice that the fact that GL.H/ is
contractible implies that the homotopy class of df in ŒM;ˆ.H/� does not depend on the chosen
trivializations of TM and TN . The connected component of ˆ.H/ consisting of Fredholm
operators of index n 2 Z is denoted by ˆn.H/.

The map f WM ! N is said to be proper if the inverse image of every compact sub-
set of N is compact. The question which we address in this paper is whether two proper
Fredholm maps from M to H are proper Fredholm homotopic, that is, homotopic through
a map Œ0; 1� �M ! H which is also proper and Fredholm.

As a warm-up, we drop for the moment the properness requirement and we ask ourselves
when two Fredholm maps are Fredholm homotopic. Here the codomain of the maps is allowed
to be any Hilbert manifoldN . This question can be reduced to the following extension problem:
Let U and V be open subsets ofM with U � V and let f W V ! N be a Fredholm map. When
can we find a Fredholm map f WM ! N which coincides with f on U ?

Two obvious necessary conditions are that f jU has a continuous extension fromM toN
and that df jU has a continuous extension from M to ˆ.H/. It turns out that these conditions
are also sufficient. See Theorem 2.1 below for the precise statement and Appendix A for its
proof. This extension result implies that the classification problem of Fredholm maps up to
Fredholm homotopy is quite simple: if we denote by FnŒM;N � the space of Fredholm maps of
index n from M to N modulo Fredholm homotopy, we have the following result:

Theorem 1. Two smooth Fredholm maps f; g WM ! N of index n are Fredholm homo-
topic if and only if f is homotopic to g and the differential df WM ! ˆn.H/ is homotopic to
the differential dg WM ! ˆn.H/. Moreover, the map

f 7! .Œf �; Œdf �/

induces a bijection
FnŒM;N � Š ŒM;N � � ŒM;ˆn.H/�:

This result is also contained in [12, Proposition 2.24], but for sake of completeness we
prove it also here, as it follows quite easily from the above mentioned Fredholm extension
theorem which is needed also later on.

When Fredholm maps and Fredholm homotopies are required to be proper, the clas-
sification question becomes more interesting. Here we give an answer to this question in
the case N D H. We are considering the Hilbert H as codomain of the maps, but we could
replace it with the infinite-dimensional sphere inside H, since this manifold is diffeomorphic
to H, see [4].

The first step is to have an extension result for proper Fredholm maps. Let as before
U and V be open subsets of M with U � V . Assume that the Fredholm map f W V ! H
is proper on some closed neighborhood of U . The fact that f has a continuous extension
to M is in this case automatic, because H is contractible, but the assumption that the map
df W V ! ˆ.H/ has a continuous extension toM does not guarantee the existence of a proper
Fredholm map f WM ! H which coincides with f on U , as we show in Example 3.2 below.
If we impose the further condition that f .àU/ is not the whole of H, then the existence of
f as above can be proved. See Theorem 3.1 for the precise statement. This extension result
for proper Fredholm maps, which is a slight generalization of [12, Lemma 4.2], is our main
technical tool for constructing maps and homotopies. It is proved in Appendix B.
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Before describing our invariants for proper Fredholm maps into H, let us briefly review
the finite-dimensional Pontryagin theory. Let M be a closed .k C n/-dimensional manifold.
The Pontryagin construction associates to a smooth map f WM ! Sk the compact submani-
fold X WD f �1.y/, where y is a regular value of f , and endows it with the trivialization of its
normal bundle which is induced by df jX , seen as a section of the bundle

hom.TM jX ;Rk/! X;

after fixing an identification of TySk with Rk . This section satisfies ker df .x/ D TxX , and
one defines a framed submanifold of M as a compact n-dimensional submanifold X �M
together with a section of the above bundle whose kernel at every x 2 X is TxX . The framed
submanifold .f �1.y/; df jf �1.y//, where y is a regular value of f , is called the Pontryagin
manifold of f at y. Then one defines an equivalence relation on the set of framed submanifolds
by using framed cobordisms and proves the following facts:

(i) Pontryagin manifolds of a map at different regular points are framed cobordant.

(ii) Two maps are homotopic if and only if their Pontryagin manifolds are framed cobordant.

(iii) Every framed submanifold occurs as a Pontryagin manifold of some map f WM ! Sk .

See [19, Chapter 7] for a complete account of the Pontryagin theory.
If y 2 H is a regular value of a proper Fredholm map f WM ! H of index n, then

X WD f �1.y/ is a compact n-dimensional submanifold of M and df jX can be seen as a map
from X into ˆn.H/, whose kernel at every x 2 X coincides with TxX (once again, we are
using a global trivialization of TM ). One is then tempted to define a framed submanifold of
M to be a compact n-dimensional submanifold X �M together with a map A W X ! ˆn.H/
such that kerA.x/ D TxX for every x 2 X . However, this definition has a disadvantage: the
map A does not necessarily extend to a map defined on the whole of M , because the space
ˆn.H/ has non-trivial topology when H is infinite dimensional. This means that not all pairs
.X;A/ as above can occur as “Pontryagin manifolds” .f �1.y/; df jf �1.y// of a proper
Fredholm map f WM ! H.

Our way of overcoming this difficulty is to have the whole M as domain of the framing:
we define a framed submanifold ofM to be a pair .X;A/, whereX is a compact n-dimensional
submanifold of M and

A WM ! ˆn.H/

is continuous, smooth on X and such that kerA.x/ D TxX for every x 2 X . The Pontryagin
manifold of the proper Fredholm map f WM ! H at the regular value y 2 H is then the pair
.f �1.y/; df /. A framed cobordism between two framed submanifolds .X0; A0/ and .X1; A1/
is a pair .W;B/, where W is a compact .nC 1/-dimensional submanifold with boundary of
Œ0; 1� �M such that àW D W \ .¹0; 1º �M/ andW \ .¹tº �M/ equals ¹tº �X0 for t close
to 0 and ¹tº �X1 for t close to 1, while

B W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆnC1.R �H;H/

is a continuous map, smooth on W , such that kerB.t; x/ D T.t;x/W for every .t; x/ 2 W and
B.t; x/ D 0˚ A0.x/ for all t close to 0, B.t; x/ D 0˚ A1.x/ for all t close to 1, for all
x 2M . The Pontryagin manifold of f changes by framed cobordism when we change the
regular value. Framed cobordism defines an equivalence relation on the set of framed submani-
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folds. The corresponding quotient space gives us a complete set of invariants for the homotopy
classification of proper Fredholm maps. Indeed, we will prove the following theorem, where
F

prop
n ŒM;H� denotes the space of proper Fredholm maps of index n from M to H modulo

proper Fredholm homotopy:

Theorem 2. Let f; g WM ! H be proper Fredholm maps. Then f is proper Fredholm
homotopic to g if and only if the Pontryagin manifolds of f and g are framed cobordant.
Moreover, the map which to each proper Fredholm map f WM ! H of index n associates
the framed cobordism class of the Pontryagin manifold of a regular value induces a bijection
from F

prop
n ŒM;H� to the quotient space of framed n-dimensional compact submanifolds of M

modulo framed cobordism.

In the case of negative index n < 0, the set X in the n-dimensional framed submanifold
.X;A/ is necessarily empty (we treat the empty set as a submanifold of arbitrary dimension,
including negative dimension), so a n-dimensional framed submanifold is just given by a con-
tinuous map A WM ! ˆn.H/ with no further restrictions. In this case, the above theorem has
the following immediate consequence:

Theorem 3. Let n be a negative integer. Then two proper Fredholm maps f; g WM !H
of index n are proper Fredholm homotopic if and only if their differentials are homotopic as
maps from M into ˆn.H/. Moreover, the map

f 7! Œdf �

induces a bijection
F

prop
n ŒM;H� Š ŒM;ˆn.H/�:

Our last result concerns the specialization of Theorem 2 to index zero, which is less
immediate. In order to simplify the statement, we assume M to be connected. Before stating
the result, we need to recall the notion of orientability of Fredholm maps of index zero, as
defined by Fitzpatrick, Pejsachowicz and Rabier in [14]. The fundamental group of ˆ0.H/ is
isomorphic to Z2, and one says that a mapA WM ! ˆ0.H/ is orientable if the homomorphism

A� W �1.M/! �1.ˆ0.H// Š Z2

is zero. The orientability of A WM ! ˆ0.H/ depends only on its homotopy class. The set of
homotopy classes ŒM;ˆ0.H/� can be partitioned into two subsets, one given by the homotopy
classes of maps A WM ! ˆ0.H/ which are orientable, which we denote by ŒM;ˆ0.H/�or,
and the other one given by homotopy classes of non-orientable maps, which we denote
by ŒM;ˆ0.H/�no:

ŒM;ˆ0.H/� D ŒM;ˆ0.H/�or t ŒM;ˆ0.H/�no:

An index-zero Fredholm map f WM ! H is said to be orientable if its differential
df WM ! ˆ0.H/ is orientable. An explicit example of a non-orientable map is given at the
end of this section. This notion does not depend on the choice of the trivialization of TM used
to see df as a map from M into ˆ0.H/.

To an orientable proper Fredholm map f WM ! H of index zero we can associate an
absolute degree jdegj.f /, which is a non-negative integer defined in the following way. Let y
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be a regular value of f . Then we can define an equivalence relation on the finite set f �1.y/
by declaring two points x0; x1 2 f �1.y/ to be equivalent if, given a path  W Œ0; 1�!M from
x0 to x1, the path df ı  is trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H// Š Z2. Due to the orientability of f ,
the triviality of df ı  does not depend on the choice of the path connecting x0 to x1, and this
equivalence relation has at most two equivalence classes. The non-negative integer jdegj.f /
is defined to be the absolute value of the difference of the cardinalities of the two (possibly
empty) equivalence classes.

The notation jdegj.f / comes from the fact that the choice of an orientation of the map f ,
which means declaring one of the two equivalence classes in f �1.y/ to be positive and the
other to be negative, allows one to associate an oriented degree deg.f / 2 Z to f , and jdegj.f /
is precisely the absolute value of this integer valued degree. The oriented degree is invariant
only with respect to particular proper Fredholm homotopies, and therefore is not relevant for
the question we are studying, but its absolute value is a proper Fredholm homotopy invariant.
This invariant refines the Caccioppoli–Smale mod 2 degree deg2.f /, which is defined as the
parity of the set f �1.y/ for y a regular value of f and is defined for all proper Fredholm maps
of index zero, regardless of their orientability. See [13], [14] and [28] for more information on
the oriented degree, the absolute degree and their history.

After these preliminaries, we can state the result which classifies homotopy classes of
proper Fredholm maps of index zero into H:

Theorem 4. Two proper Fredholm maps f; g WM ! H of index zero on the connected
manifold M are proper Fredholm homotopic if and only if the following conditions are satis-
fied:

(i) The maps df; dg WM ! ˆ0.H/ are homotopic and in particular are both orientable or
both non-orientable.

(ii) If f and g are orientable, then jdegj.f / D jdegj.g/. If f and g are non-orientable, then
deg2.f / D deg2.g/.

Moreover, the map

f 7!

´
.Œdf �; jdegj.f // if f is orientable;

.Œdf �; deg2.f // if f is non-orientable;

induces a bijection

F
prop
0 ŒM;H� Š .ŒM;ˆ0.H/�or �N0/ t .ŒM;ˆ0.H/�no � Z2/:

Here N0 WD ¹0º [N denotes the set of non-negative integers. Notice the analogy with
the finite-dimensional Hopf theorem on the homotopy classification of maps from a closed
manifold M to a sphere of the same dimension: two such maps are homotopic if and only if
they have the same oriented degree – if M is orientable – or the same mod 2 degree – if M is
non-orientable, see e.g. [19, p. 51]. In our infinite-dimensional setting, the oriented degree has
to be replaced by its absolute value and one has to ask that the differentials of the two maps
are homotopic.

IfM is simply connected, or more generally if �1.M/ has no non-trivial homomorphisms
into Z2, then all maps A WM ! ˆ0.H/ are orientable, and the latter bijection becomes

F
prop
0 ŒM;H� Š ŒM;ˆ0.H/� �N0; Œf � 7! .Œdf �; jdegj.f //:
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If M is contractible, then the set ŒM;ˆ0.H/� consists of only one element and the absolute
degree becomes a complete invariant for the homotopy classification of proper Fredholm maps
f WM ! H of index zero:

F
prop
0 ŒM;H� Š N0; Œf � 7! jdegj.f /:

Two Hilbert manifolds are homotopy equivalent if and only if they are diffeomorphic, cf. [7,21].
This implies in particular that M Š H. In this case, it is easy to exhibit representatives for
proper Fredholm maps of index zero of any absolute degree. Indeed, for every n 2 N0 we can
consider the following smooth proper map of index zero:

fn W C �H! C �H; fn.z; x/ D

´
.zn; x/; n > 0;

.jzj2; x/; n D 0:

When n D 0, this map is not surjective and hence jdegj.f0/ D 0. When n � 1, the differential
of this map at every .z; x/ 2 .C n ¹0º/ �H is an isomorphism, so the n points in the inverse
image of the regular value .1; 0/ 2 C �H are all pairwise equivalent and hence jdegj.fn/ D n.
After identifying C �H with H by a linear isomorphism, Theorem 4 implies that every proper
Fredholm map f W H! H of index zero is proper Fredholm homotopic to one of the maps fn,
n 2 N0. The map

f�n W C �H! C �H; f�n.z; x/ D .z
n; x/;

with n 2 N, also has absolute degree n, and hence is proper Fredholm homotopic to fn. An
explicit proper Fredholm homotopy between f�n and fn can easily be found by noticing that
f�n D fn ı C , where C is the real linear isomorphism

C W C �H! C �H; C.z; x/ D .z; x/;

which can be joined to the identity within GL.C �H/, as this space is connected.
We conclude this introduction by discussing an explicit example of a non-orientable

proper Fredholm map of index zero with non-zero Caccioppoli–Smale degree. Let E.11 / be
the total space of the tautological line bundle 11 over RP 1: An element of E.11 / is a pair
.`; p/ 2 RP 1 �R2 with p 2 `, where RP 1 is seen as the space of unoriented lines through
the origin in R2. Define the map f W E.11 / �H! R2 �H by

f ..`; p/; x/ D .p; x/:

We claim that this is a non-orientable index-zero proper Fredholm map with deg2.f / D 1. The
space E.11 / is diffeomorphic to Œ0; �� �R=�, where the equivalence relation identifies .0; r/
with .�;�r/. In these coordinates the map f is given by

f .�; r; x/ D .r sin �; r cos �; x/:

In this representation it is clearly seen to be an index-zero proper Fredholm map. The differen-
tial of this map is

df .�; r; x/Œu; v; w� D .ur cos � C v sin �;�ur sin � C v cos �;w/:

Note that df .�; r; x/ is an isomorphism for all r 6D 0, and for r D 0 it has a 1-dimensional
kernel. Consider the path  W Œ0; ��! E.11 / �H given by

.t/ WD .t; 2t � �; 0/:

Note that .0/ D .0;��; 0/ D .�; �; 0/ D .�/, so this defines a loop. The loop df ı  is
non-contractible in the space of Fredholm operators of index zero on R2 �H. To see this, we
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compute

df ..t// D

0B@.2t � �/ cos t sin t 0

.� � 2t/ sin t cos t 0

0 0 1

1CA :
For each t , the operator df ..t// is invertible, except at t D �

2
, and the path goes transversely

through the stratum of index zero Fredholm operators with a 1-dimensional kernel. This implies
that the map f is non-orientable, see Section 8. Every non-zero value in R2 �H is regular and
has one preimage hence deg2.f / D 1.

It is also simple to produce a non-orientable proper Fredholm map of index zero with
vanishing Caccioppoli–Smale degree: just consider the map

g W E.11 / �R �H! R2 �R �H; g..`; p/; s; x/ WD .p; s2; x/:

Computations similar to the above ones show that this map has the required properties. Theo-
rem 4 then implies that any non-orientable proper Fredholm map E.11 / �H! H of index
zero is homotopic (after the obvious identifications) to f or g.

1. Setup

Let H denote the separable infinite-dimensional real Hilbert space. By a Hilbert manifold
we mean a paracompact Hausdorff smooth manifold modeled on H. Since the general linear
group GL.H/ is contractible, see [18], the tangent bundle of every Hilbert manifold is trivial.
Let f WM ! N be a C 1 map between Hilbert manifolds. By choosing trivializations of TM
and TN , we can see the differential of f as a map

df WM ! L.H/

into the space L.H/ of bounded linear operators on H. We shall tacitly fix trivializations of
all Hilbert manifold we encounter and always see the differential of a map between Hilbert
manifolds in this way. When introducing notions which depend on the differential of a map,
we shall discuss their behavior with respect to a change in the choice of these trivializations.

We denote byˆ.H/ the space of bounded linear Fredholm operators on H and byˆn.H/
the component of ˆ.H/ consisting of operators of Fredholm index n 2 Z. When we wish to
consider two distinct Hilbert spaces H1 and H2 as domain and codomain of the Fredholm
operators, we write ˆ.H1;H2/ and ˆn.H1;H2/.

The C 1-map f WM ! N is Fredholm if df .x/ belongs to ˆ.H/ for all x in M . The
Fredholm index of df .x/ is locally constant. Throughout this article we work with Fredholm
maps f such that the Fredholm index of df .x/ is globally constant. The common value of the
Fredholm index of df .x/ is called the Fredholm index of the map f and is denoted by indf .
Therefore, the differential of a Fredholm map f WM ! N of index n is a map

df WM ! ˆn.H/:

Changing the trivializations of TM and TN changes df by left and right multiplication with
mapsM ! GL.H/ andN ! GL.H/. Since GL.H/ is contractible, these maps are homotopic
to the constant mapping which maps every point ofM into the identity, and hence the homotopy
class of df in ŒM;ˆn.H/� does not depend on the choice of the trivializations of TM and TN .

Recall Smale’s generalization [24] of Sard’s theorem.
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Theorem 1.1. Let f WM ! N be a C q Fredholm map with q > max¹indf; 0º. Then
the set of regular values of f is residual in N .

The situation is even better for proper maps.

Corollary 1.2. Let f WM ! N be a C q Fredholm map with q > max¹indf; 0º. If f is
proper, then the set of its regular values is open and dense in N .

Proof. The density follows from Theorem 1.1, due to the fact that N is a Baire space,
because it admits a complete metric. Since the set of surjective operators is open in the space
of all bounded operators, the set of regular points of f is open. Therefore, the set of critical
points of f is closed. Since f is proper, it is in particular a closed map, and hence the set of
critical values of f is closed. We conclude that the set of regular values is open.

In order to avoid tracking differentiability degrees, we assume that all maps henceforth
are smooth unless specified. We refer to Appendix C for a short discussion about how to deal
with maps having less regularity.

A Fredholm homotopy between two Fredholm maps f; g WM !N of index n is a smooth
Fredholm map h W Œ0; 1� �M ! N such that h.0; � / D f and h.1; � / D g. The map h has nec-
essarily index nC 1. By composition with a smooth function Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1� having value 0
near 0 and 1 near 1, a Fredholm homotopy between f and g can be made to agree with f on
Œ0; �� �M and with g on Œ1 � �� �M , for some � 2 .0; 1

2
/. The possibility of this modifica-

tion implies that being Fredholm homotopic is an equivalence relation. The symbol F ŒM;N �

denotes the set of Fredholm homotopy classes of maps from M to N .
A Fredholm homotopy h W Œ0; 1� �M ! N between two proper Fredholm maps f and g

which is a proper map is called a proper Fredholm homotopy, and f and g are said to be proper
Fredholm homotopic. This implies that for every t 2 Œ0; 1� the map h.t; � / is proper, but the
latter condition is in general weaker. To see this explicitly, let ! W R! R be a smooth function
with compact support such that !.0/ D 1. Then the function h W Œ0; 1� �R! R given by

h.t; x/ D

8<:
�
1 � !

�
x �

1

t

��
x; t > 0;

x; t D 0;

is a smooth function and the map x 7! h.t; x/ is proper for every t as it equals the identity
outside a compact set. However, h is not a proper map as h.1

n
; n/ D 0 but the sequence .1

n
; n/

does not have a convergent subsequence. Under certain uniform estimates, families of proper
maps are proper, see [28].

The symbol F propŒM;N � denotes the set of proper Fredholm homotopy classes of maps
from M to N . If we feel the need to specify the index, we denote this with a subscript, as in
FnŒM;N � and F

prop
n ŒM;N �.

We shall also make use of the following standard smoothing result:

Lemma 1.3. Let U and V be open subsets of the Hilbert manifold M with U � V and
let N be an open subset of a Banach space X . Let F WM ! N be a continuous map such that
F jV is smooth. Then there exists a smooth map QF WM ! N such that QF jU D F jU and QF is
homotopic to F relative U .
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Proof. By the paracompactness and Hilbert structure of M and by the continuity of F
we can find a countable smooth partition of unity ¹�nºn2N0

, N0 D ¹0º [N, with the following
properties:

(i) �0 D 1 on U ,

(ii) supp�0 � V ,

(iii) for every finite subset J � N0 and every choice of a point xj in the support of �j , j 2 J ,
we have \

j2J

supp�j ¤ ; H) conv¹F.xj / j j 2 J º � N:

Fix a point xn in the support of �n for every n 2 N. By property (iii), the map

QF .x/ WD �0.x/F.x/C
X
n2N

�n.x/F.xn/; x 2M;

takes values into N . By (ii) and the smoothness of F on V , the map QF is smooth onM . By (i),
it agrees with F on U . Using again (iii), we deduce that also the map

H.t; x/ WD t QF .x/C .1 � t /F .x/

D .t�0.x/C 1 � t /F .x/C t
X
n2N

�n.x/F.xn/; .t; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �M;

takes values into N . The map H is a homotopy between F and QF relative U .

We shall use the above lemma either to smooth continuous mapsA WM ! ˆn.H/, using
the fact that ˆn.H/ is an open subset of the space of bounded linear operators, or to smoothen
continuous maps f WM ! N into a Hilbert manifold, using the fact that every Hilbert mani-
fold can be embedded as an open subset of H by a well-known result of Eells and Elworthy,
see [11].

2. Fredholm extensions

Given a Fredholm map f defined on a subset ofM toN , we wish to discuss the problem
of finding a Fredholm map f WM ! N that extends f . There are two obvious homotopy
theoretic necessary conditions for such an extension to exist. First of all the map f needs to
have a continuous N -valued extension, and secondly the map df needs to have a continuous
extension into ˆ.H/, as this space has non-trivial topology. The next result shows that these
are the only obstructions. The proof is contained in Appendix A.

Theorem 2.1 (Extension of Fredholm maps). Let M;N be Hilbert manifolds and let
U; V be open subsets of M with U � V . Let f W V ! N be a Fredholm map of index n and
assume that f and df satisfy:

(i) there is a continuous map g WM ! N such that gjV D f ,

(ii) there is a continuous map A WM ! ˆn.H/ such that AjV D df .

Then there exists a Fredholm map f WM ! N of index n such that f jU D f jU and:

(i’) the map f WM ! N is homotopic to g relative U ,

(ii’) the map df WM ! ˆn.H/ is homotopic to A relative U .
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This extension result has various interesting corollaries, the first of which is Theorem 1
from the Introduction:

Corollary 2.2. Two smooth Fredholm maps f0; f1 WM ! N of index n are Fredholm
homotopic if and only if f0 is homotopic to f1 and the differential df0 WM ! ˆn.H/ is homo-
topic to the differential df1 WM ! ˆn.H/. Moreover, the map

f 7! .Œf �; Œdf �/

induces a bijection
FnŒM;N � Š ŒM;N � � ŒM;ˆn.H/�:

Proof. If the smooth Fredholm maps f0 and f1 are homotopic through the smooth
Fredholm map h W Œ0; 1� �M ! N of index nC 1, then h, respectively dh, is a homotopy
between f0 and f1, respectively df0 and df1.

Conversely, assume that g W Œ0; 1� �M ! N is a homotopy between f0 and f1 and
QA W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆn.H/ is a homotopy between df0 and df1. By considering their trivial

extensions, we may assume g and QA are defined on the Hilbert manifold R �M . By reparam-
etrizing the homotopies, we can also assume that

g.t; x/ D

´
f0.x/; .t; x/ 2 .�1; 1

3
/ �M;

f1.x/; .t; x/ 2 .2
3
;C1/ �M;

QA.t; x/ D

´
df0.x/; .t; x/ 2 .�1; 1

3
/ �M;

df1.x/; .t; x/ 2 .2
3
;C1/ �M:

Up to a regularization by a smooth partition of unity, we can further assume that g and QA are
smooth (see Lemma 1.3). We also define the smooth map

A W R �M ! ˆnC1.R �H;H/

as
A.t; x/.s; u/ D QA.t; x/u; .t; x/ 2 R �M; .s; u/ 2 R �H;

so that
dg.t; x/ D A.t; x/; .t; x/ 2 .R n Œ1

3
; 2
3
�/ �M:

We now apply Theorem 2.1 to the data

U WD .R n Œ1
4
; 3
4
�/ �M; V WD .R n Œ1

3
; 2
3
�/ �M;

g W R �M ! N; A W R �M ! ˆnC1.R �H;H/:

We obtain a Fredholm map h W R �M ! N of index nC 1 such that hjU D gjU . In particular,
the restriction of h to Œ0; 1� �M is the required Fredholm homotopy between f0 and f1. This
proves the first part of the statement.

Now consider the map

F ŒM;N �! ŒM;N � � ŒM;ˆn.H/�

which is induced by f 7! .Œf �; Œdf �/. By the statement that we just proved, this map is well
defined and injective. In order to prove that this map is surjective, consider two arbitrary con-
tinuous maps g WM ! N and A WM ! ˆn.H/. By applying Theorem 2.1 to these maps
together with U D V D ;, we obtain a Fredholm map f WM ! N of index n such that f is
homotopic to f and df is homotopic to A. This proves the surjectivity.
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Corollary 2.3. There is exactly one homotopy class of Fredholm maps f W H! H for
each index n.

Proof. TakeM D N D H, which is contractible, and apply Corollary 2.2. Hence the set
ŒM;N � has exactly one element, and ŒM;ˆn.H/� equals the set of path components ofˆn.H/.
This space is path connected, which proves the corollary.

Theorem 2.1 is easier to apply in the case thatN D H and has the following consequence.

Corollary 2.4. Let M be a Hilbert manifold and let U;W be open subsets of M such
that U � W . Let A WM ! ˆn.H/ be a continuous map and f W W ! H a smooth map such
that df D AjW . Then there exists a Fredholm map f WM ! H such that f jU D f jU and
df WM ! ˆn.H/ is homotopic to A relative U .

Proof. Let V be an open neighborhood of U such that V � W . Since M is metrizable
and H is locally convex, Dugundji’s generalization of Tietze’s extension theorem [10] provides
us with a continuous map g WM ! H such that gjV D f jV . The hypothesis of Theorem 2.1
are satisfied by the data M , N , U , V , f , g, A, and from this theorem we immediately get the
required map f .

Corollary 2.3 shows that the homotopy theory for Fredholm maps between Hilbert spaces
is quite poor. However the situation becomes richer when we consider proper Fredholm maps.

3. Proper Fredholm extensions into Hilbert spaces

The aim of this section is to discuss the extension problem for proper Fredholm maps.
For sake of simplicity, we just consider maps into the Hilbert space H. If in Corollary 2.4
we assume the Fredholm map f W W ! H to be proper on a closed neighborhood of U , we
cannot in general require the extension f to be proper (see Example 3.2 below). However, this
becomes true if we add the assumption that f jàU is not surjective. More precisely, we have the
following result, whose proof follows closely the proof of [12, Lemma 4.2] and is contained in
Appendix B below.

Theorem 3.1 (Extension of proper Fredholm maps). Let M be a manifold modeled
on H, possibly with boundary. Let U , V , W be open subsets of M such that U � V and
V � W . Let f W W ! H be a Fredholm map of index n. Suppose that:

(i) there exists a continuous map A WM ! ˆn.H/ such that AjW D df ,

(ii) the map f jV is proper,

(iii) there exists a point z in H n f .àU/.

Then there exists a proper Fredholm map f WM ! H of index n such that f jU D f jU and

(i’) df is homotopic to A relative U ,

(ii’) there exists a neighborhood Z � H of z such that f
�1
.Z/ D f �1.Z/ \ U .

In the next example we show that we cannot drop assumption (iii) in the above theorem.
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Example 3.2. Let � W R! Œ0; 1� be a smooth function such that �.t/ D 1 for t � 1
3

and �.t/ D 0 for t � 2
3

. Define ' W R2 ! R as

'.s; t/ D �.t/s C .1 � �.t//s2:

The smooth function ' is not proper on R � Œ0; 1� because for each s � 0 the interval Œs; s2�
contains 0 and hence there is some t 2 Œ0; 1� such that '.s; t/ D 0. However, ' is proper on the
set R � .Œ�1; 1

3
� [ Œ2

3
; 2�/ because of the identity

'.s; t/ D

´
s on R � Œ�1; 1

3
�;

s2 on R � Œ2
3
; 2�;

together with the properness of the functions s 7! s and s 7! s2 on R and compactness of the
intervals Œ�1; 1

3
� and Œ2

3
; 2�.

Now we consider the smooth map

f W R �R �H! R �H; .s; t; x/ 7! .'.s; t/; x/:

This map is Fredholm of index 1. By the properties of ', f is not proper on R � Œ0; 1� �H,
but it is proper on the closure of the open set

V WD R � Œ.�1; 1
3
/ [ .2

3
; 2/� �H:

As U , W and M we choose the following open subsets of R �R �H Š H:

U WD R � Œ.�1
2
; 1
4
/ [ .3

4
; 3
2
/� �H; W DM WD R �R �H;

so that
U � V � V � W:

The map f W W ! R �H Š H fulfills assumptions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 3.1, but not (iii)
because

f .àU/ D f .R � ¹�1
2
; 1
4
; 3
4
; 3
2
º �H/ � f .R � ¹1

4
º �H/ D R �H:

We claim that there is no proper Fredholm map f W R �R �H! R �H which coincides
with f on U . Indeed, such a map would give a proper Fredholm homotopy between the index-
zero Fredholm maps f0; f1 W R �H! R �H defined by

f0.s; x/ D .s; x/; f1.s; x/ D .s
2; x/:

However, these maps are not proper Fredholm homotopic. Recall that the Caccioppoli–Smale
degree deg2, defined as number of points in the preimage of a regular value modulo 2, is
a proper Fredholm homotopy invariant, see [8,9,24]. The Caccioppoli–Smale degree of f0 D id
is 1, and the Caccioppoli–Smale degree of f1 is 0, as this map is not surjective. Hence f0 and
f1 are not proper Fredholm homotopic and there is no proper Fredholm extension f .

4. Framed cobordism is an invariant of proper homotopy classes
of proper Fredholm maps

In the following definition, we consider the empty set as a manifold of any dimension
n 2 Z.
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Definition 4.1. Let n 2 Z and let X �M be a compact submanifold of dimension n.
A framing of X in M is a continuous map A WM ! ˆn.H/ which is smooth on X and such
that for every x 2 X the sequence

(4.1) 0 ���! TxX ���! H
A.x/
���! H ���! 0

is exact. The pair .X;A/ is called a framed submanifold of M .

The trivialization of the tangent bundle of M enters in the first map TxX ! H in (4.1),
which is given by composing the inclusion of TxX into TxM with the isomorphism TxM Š H
given by the trivialization.

When we refer to a framed submanifold .X;A/ of M , we always assume X to be com-
pact. Notice that, as discussed in the Introduction, a framing of the submanifold X is always
defined on the whole of M . Notice also that in the case n < 0 the submanifold X must be
empty. A framing of the empty set is an arbitrary continuous map A WM ! ˆn.H/.

Remark 4.2. A framed submanifold of a simply connected Hilbert manifoldM is auto-
matically orientable. Indeed, let .X;A/ be an n-dimensional framed submanifold of M . The
space of Fredholm operators ˆ.H/ is the base space of a real line bundle

det! ˆ.H/;

which is called the determinant bundle and whose fiber at T 2 ˆ.H/ is the 1-dimensional space

det.T / WD ƒmax.kerT /˝ƒmax.cokerT /�;

where ƒmax.V / denotes the top degree component in the exterior algebra of the finite-dimen-
sional real vector space V . This bundle was introduced by Quillen in [22]; see also [1, 27]
for some of its properties. The determinant bundle pulls back by A to a line bundle A�.det/
over M , which is trivial because M is simply connected. Let x 2 X . Since A.x/ is surjective
and has kernel TxX , the fiber of this line bundle at x is

ƒn.kerA.x//˝ƒ0.cokerA/� D ƒn.TxX/˝R� Š ƒn.TxX/:

Therefore, a global trivialization of A�.det/ induces by restriction a global trivialization of
ƒn.TX/ and hence an orientation of X .

Remark 4.3. Actually, the tangent bundle TX of an n-dimensional framed submanifold
.X;A/ of M is stably trivial if �k.M/ D 0 for all k � n. Indeed, the Atiyah–Jänich Theorem
[2, Appendix] states that for a compact Hausdorff space X the homotopy classes of maps from
X to ˆ.H/ are in 1-to-one correspondence with the K-theory classes of real vector bundles of
X . The isomorphism maps the homotopy class of the map AjX , seen as a map to all Fredholm
operators ˆ.H/, to the K-theory class of the tangent bundle TX . The map AjX factors as
X !M ! ˆ.H/. Since �k.M/ vanishes for all k � dimX , there is only one homotopy class
of maps X !M , see [6, Corollary VII.13.16], so AjX is homotopic to a constant map. This
in turn implies that the K-theory class ŒTX� is equal to the K-theory class of the trivial n-
dimensional vector bundle over X , which precisely means that TX is stably trivial.

Let f WM ! H be a proper Fredholm map of index n. Let y 2 H be a regular value
of f . Then f �1.y/ is a compact submanifold ofM of dimension n. By the regularity of y, the
map df WM ! ˆn.H/ is a framing of f �1.y/.
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Definition 4.4. Let y 2 H be a regular value of the proper Fredholm map f WM ! H.
The framed submanifold .f �1.y/; df / is called the Pontryagin manifold of f at y.

Notice that the Pontryagin manifold of f at y depends on the choice of the trivializa-
tion of TM . After a change of the trivialization of TM , the framing df WM ! ˆ.H/ gets
multiplied on the right by a smooth map G WM ! GL.H/.

Remark 4.5. Note that if f �1.y/ intersects each component of M , then the framing
determines the map f completely. Indeed, we have

f .x/ D

Z


df � y;

where  is a path from a point in f �1.y/ to x. It turns out that for a framed submanifold .X;A/,
A is always homotopic relative X to a Pontryagin manifold of some map. We could have
defined the framing to be a homotopy class of framings as we define, but this is cumbersome
to work with.

Definition 4.6. A cobordism between compact n-dimensional submanifoldsX0 andX1
of M is a compact submanifold with boundary W � Œ0; 1� �M of dimension nC 1 such that

àW � ¹0; 1º �M;
.Œ0; �/ �M/ \W D Œ0; �/ �X0;

..1 � �; 1� �M/ \W D .1 � �; 1� �X1

for some � > 0. A framing of the cobordism W is a continuous map

B W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆnC1.R �H;H/

which is smooth on W and such that for every .t; x/ 2 W the sequence

0 ����! T.t;x/W ����! R �H
B.t;x/
����! H ����! 0

is exact, and for every t0 2 Œ0; �/, t1 2 .1 � �; 1�, x 2M ,

B.t0; x/.s; u/ D A0.x/u; B.t1; x/.s; u/ D A1.x/u; .s; u/ 2 R �H;

where A0; A1 WM ! ˆn.H/ are framings of X0 and X1, respectively. In this case, the pair
.W;B/ is called a framed cobordism between the framed submanifolds .X0; A0/ and .X1; A1/.

In particular, the map

Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆn.¹0º �H;H/ Š ˆn.H/; .t; x/ 7! B.t; x/j¹0º�H;

defines a homotopy between A0 and A1.
The above definition is modeled after the following example: let F W Œ0; 1� �M ! H be

a smooth proper Fredholm homotopy between proper Fredholm maps f; g WM ! H such that
F.t; x/ D f .x/ for t 2 Œ0; �/ and F.t; x/ D g.x/ for t 2 .1 � �; 1�. Let y 2 H be a regular
value for F ; then it follows that y is a regular value of f and g. The pair .F�1.y/; dF / is
a framed cobordism between the Pontryagin manifolds .f �1.y/; df / and .g�1.y/; dg/.
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The proof of the following fact is straightforward.

Proposition 4.7. Framed cobordism induces an equivalence relation on the set of
framed submanifolds of M .

In the remaining part of this section we want to show that the framed cobordism class of
the Pontryagin manifold of f is an invariant of the proper Fredholm homotopy class of f . The
argument is the same as in finite-dimensional Pontryagin theory.

Lemma 4.8. Let f WM ! H be a proper Fredholm map and let U � H be a con-
vex open set consisting of regular values of f . Then .f �1.y/; df / is framed cobordant to
.f �1.z/; df / for each y; z 2 U .

Proof. Let ! W Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1� be a smooth function such that ! D 0 on Œ0; 1
3
� and ! D 1

on Œ2
3
; 1�. Let F W Œ0; 1� �M ! H be the smooth homotopy

F.t; x/ WD f .x/ � !.t/.z � y/:

The formula

dF.t; x/.s; u/ D df .x/u � s !0.t/.z � y/; .t; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �M; .s; u/ 2 R �H;

shows that F is a Fredholm map of index equal to the index of the operator

R �H! H; .s; u/ 7! df .x/u;

as dF is a finite rank perturbation of the operator map above. Thus the index of F is indf C 1.
Moreover, if K � H is compact, then the closed set F�1.K/ is also compact, being contained
in the compact set

f �1.K C Œ0; 1�.z � y// � Œ0; 1�:

This shows that F is proper. The fact that the segment between y and z consists of regular
values of f implies that y is a regular value of F.t; � / for each t 2 Œ0; 1�. In particular, y
is a regular value of F and of g WD F.1; � / D f � z C y. Therefore, .F�1.y/; dF / is the
required framed cobordism between .f �1.y/; df / and .g�1.y/; dg/ D .f �1.z/; df /.

Proposition 4.9. Suppose that f; g WM ! H are proper Fredholm maps which are
proper Fredholm homotopic. Let y be a regular value of f and z a regular value of g. Then
the Pontryagin manifold of f at y is framed cobordant to the Pontryagin manifold of g at z.

Proof. Since the set of regular values of proper Fredholm maps is open, we can find
a convex open neighborhood U of y consisting of regular values of f . Similarly, let V be
a convex open neighborhood of z consisting of regular values of g. Let F W Œ0; 1� �M ! H be
a proper Fredholm homotopy between f and g. Consider the smooth mapG W Œ0; 1� �M ! H
given by

G.t; x/ WD F.t; x/ � !.t/.z � y/;

where ! W Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1� is a smooth function such that !.t/ D 0 for t 2 Œ0; 1
3
� and !.t/ D 1
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for t 2 Œ2
3
; 1�. Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 4.8, we see that G is a proper Fredholm

homotopy. Since the set of regular values of Fredholm maps is dense, we can find a point
y0 2 U which is a regular value of G and which is so close to y that z C y0 � y belongs
to V . From Lemma 4.8 we know that .f �1.y/; df / and .f �1.y0/; df / are framed cobor-
dant, and so are .g�1.z/; dg/ and .g�1.z C y0 � y/; dg/. Since G.0; � / D F.0; � / D f and
G.1; � / D F.1; � / � z C y D g � z C y, it follows that .G�1.y0/; dG/ is a framed cobordism
between .f �1.y0/; df / and .g�1.z C y0 � y/; dg/. The conclusion follows from the fact that
framed cobordism is an equivalence relation.

Remark 4.10. As observed, framed submanifolds of M are defined in terms of a given
trivialization ¹�x W TxM ! Hºx2M of the tangent bundle of M . Let ¹Q�x W TxM ! Hºx2M
be another trivialization of TM and let

G WM ! GL.H/; G.x/ WD �x ı Q�
�1
x ;

be the corresponding transition map. Then the map .X;A/ 7! .X;AG/ defines a bijection from
the set of framed submanifolds of M with respect to the trivialization � to the set of framed
submanifolds of M with respect to the trivialization Q� . It is easy to see that this map preserves
the equivalence relation given by framed cobordism and that it maps the Pontryagin manifold
of f at y relative to the trivialization � to the Pontryagin manifold of f at y relative to the
trivialization Q� .

Remark 4.11. The results in this section are also true if the codomain of f is a general
connected Hilbert manifold N instead of H.

Remark 4.12. In [24], Smale introduced an invariant for proper homotopy classes of
Fredholm maps of index n � 0: it is the unoriented bordism class of the inverse image of
a regular value of the proper Fredholm map f WM ! N . The framed cobordism class of
the Pontryagin manifold introduced here can be seen as a refinement of this invariant (in the
spacial case N D H). The Smale invariant is quite poor when the topology of the domain M
is too simple. Indeed, assume that n � 1 and �k.M/ D 0 for all k � n. Let f WM ! N be
a proper Fredholm map of index n and let y 2 N be a regular value of f . By the arguments of
Remark 4.3, the tangent bundle of f �1.y/ is stably trivial, and hence all the Stiefel–Whitney
numbers of f �1.y/ vanish. By a theorem of Thom (see for example [25, Chapter VI]), the
Stiefel–Whitney numbers are a complete invariant for unoriented bordism and it follows that
f �1.y/ is nullbordant, so Smale’s invariant vanishes in this case. Every unoriented bordism
class does occur as Smale’s invariant of some proper Fredholm map into H. To see this, let
X be a closed finite-dimensional manifold and consider the projection p W X �H! H to the
second factor. The map p is proper Fredholm of index dimX where every value is regular with
inverse image X .

5. Every compact framed submanifold occurs as a Pontryagin manifold
of some proper Fredholm map

The results of this section use in a fundamental way the fact that we are working with
H-valued maps.
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Proposition 5.1. Let n 2 Z and let .X;A/ be an n-dimensional framed submanifold
of M . Then there exists a proper Fredholm map f WM ! H of index n with f �1.0/ D X ,
df jX D AjX , and such that the maps df WM ! ˆn.H/ and A WM ! ˆn.H/ are homotopic
relative X .

Proof. WhenX is empty, for instance because n < 0, this result reduces to the following
statement: for every continuous map A WM ! ˆn.H/ there exists a proper Fredholm map
f WM ! H of index n such that f �1.0/ D ; and df is homotopic to A. This statement
follows immediately from Theorem 3.1 applied with W D ;.

We now consider the case X ¤ ;. Denote by NX the normal bundle of X in M and
by D the unit disc bundle D D ¹.x; v/ 2 NX j kxk � 1º. Choose a tubular neighborhood N
of X in M , which comes along with a diffeomorphism � W N ! D such that �.x/ D .x; 0/
and d�.x/ is the identity for every x 2 X . The restriction of A to X induces the following
isomorphism of vector bundles over X :�A W NX ! X �H; �A.x; v/ D .x; A.x/v/:
We define g W N ! H as the composition

N
�
�! NX

�A
�! X �H

�2
�! H:

The projection onto the second factor �2 is proper, because X is compact, and since � and�A are homeomorphisms onto their closed image, we deduce that g is proper. Moreover, �2 is
a Fredholm map of index n D dimX and so is g, because � and �A are diffeomorphisms. By
construction,

g�1.0/ D X and dg.x/ D A.x/; x 2 X:

We claim that there is a continuous map B WM ! ˆn.X/ which coincides with dg in a neigh-
borhood of X and is homotopic to A relative X . Let us prove this claim. Since A.x/ D dg.x/
for every x 2 X , we can find an open neighborhood W of X such that W � N and for
any x 2 W each convex combination between A.x/ and dg.x/ is Fredholm of index n. Let
� WM ! Œ0; 1� be a smooth function which is supported inW and takes the value 1 on a neigh-
borhood of X . Then the map H W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆn.H/ given by

H.t; x/ WD

´
t�.x/dg.x/C .1 � t�.x//A.x/ for x 2 N;

A.x/ for x 2M nN;

is a homotopy relative X between A and a map B WD H.1; � / which coincides with dg on
a neighborhood of X . This concludes the proof of the claim.

Now fix a neighborhood U of X with U � W � N , and notice that 0 belongs to the set
g.U / n g.àU/, because g�1.0/ D X . By Theorem 3.1 we can find a proper Fredholm map
f WM ! H such that f jU D gjU and

(a) df is homotopic to B relative U ,

(b) there exists a neighborhood Z � H of 0 such that f �1.Z/ D f �1.Z/ \ U .

By property (b) we have

f �1.0/ D f �1.0/ \ U D g�1.0/ \ U D X:

Moreover, df jX D dgjX D AjX and, by (a) and the properties of B , the maps df and A are
homotopic relative X .
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Remark 5.2. Let .X;A/ and f WM ! H be as in Proposition 5.1. In particular, the
Pontryagin manifold of f at 0 is framed cobordant to .X;A/ through the trivial framed cobor-
dism .W;B/ which is defined by

W WD Œ0; 1� �X D Œ0; 1� � f �1.0/;

B.t; x/.s; u/ WD H.t; x/u; .t; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �M; .s; u/ 2 R �H;

where H W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆn.H/ is a smooth homotopy relative X between df and A which
is independent of t in a neighborhood of t D 0 and in a neighborhood of t D 1.

Here is the cobordism version of the above result. The proof is similar.

Proposition 5.3. Let W � Œ0; 1� �M be an .nC 1/-dimensional cobordism and let
B W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆnC1.R �H;H/ be a framing of W . Then there exists a proper Fredholm
map h W Œ0; 1� �M ! H with h�1.0/ D W , dhjW D BjW , and such that the maps dh and B
are homotopic relative W .

6. Construction of proper Fredholm homotopies

In order to show that proper Fredholm maps with cobordant Pontryagin manifolds are
proper Fredholm homotopic, it is useful to consider the following particular case.

Proposition 6.1. Let f; g WM ! H be proper Fredholm maps of index n 2 Z having 0
as a regular value and such that

X WD f �1.0/ D g�1.0/; df jX D dgjX :

Assume moreover that the maps df; dg WM ! ˆn.H/ are homotopic relative X . Then f
and g are proper Fredholm homotopic relative X .

Proof. The proof consists of three steps. In the first step we show that we can reduce
the general case to the situation in which f and g coincide in a neighborhood of X . In the
second step we show that we can also assume the homotopy between df and dg to be relative
a neighborhood of X . In the third and last step we apply the extension Theorem 3.1 and obtain
the result.

Step 1. By the tubular neighborhood theorem, an open neighborhood of X is diffeo-
morphic to the normal bundle of X . The fiber of this vector bundle can be identified with H,
and since GL.H/ is contractible this bundle is trivial. Therefore, a neighborhood of X in M
can be identified with the product X �H. After this identification, the maps f and g can be
seen as maps F;G W X �H! H such that

F.x; 0/ D G.x; 0/ D 0;

dF.x; 0/.u; v/ D dG.x; 0/.u; v/ D v; x 2 X; u 2 TxX; v 2 H:

From Taylor’s formula

F.x; u/ D uC o.kuk/ and G.x; u/ D uC o.kuk/ for u! 0; uniformly in x 2 X;
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we deduce that there is a positive number ı such that

hF.x; u/; ui > 0 and hG.x; u/; ui > 0; .x; u/ 2 X � .Bı.0/ n ¹0º/;

where Bı.0/ denotes the open ball of radius ı and center 0 in H. It follows that

(6.1) .1�s/F.x; u/CsG.x; u/D 0 for some .s; x; u/ 2 Œ0; 1��X�Bı.0/ ” uD 0:

Since dF.x; 0/ D dG.x; 0/, up to the choice of a smaller ı we may assume that for every
.x; u/ 2 X � Bı.0/ every convex combination between dF.x; 0/ and dG.x; 0/ is Fredholm.

Let � W Œ0;C1/! Œ0; 1� be a smooth function supported in Œ0; ı/ and such that �.t/ D 1
for every t 2 Œ0; ı

2
�. Consider the smooth homotopy

H W Œ0; 1� �X �H! H; H.t; x; u/ D .1 � t�.kuk//F.x; u/C t�.kuk/G.x; u/:

The map H.0; � / coincides with F , while H.1; � / agrees with G on X � Bı=2.0/. Moreover,
H.t; � / coincides with F on the complement of X � Bı.0/, and the differential of this map
at .x; 0/ coincides with dF.x; 0/ D dG.x; 0/, for every x 2 X . By property (6.1), the pre-
image of 0 by H is Œ0; 1� �X � ¹0º. Moreover, the differential of H.t; � / at .x; u/ is a finite
rank perturbation of the operator .1 � t�.kuk//dF.x; u/C t�.kuk/dG.x; u/. This operator is
Fredholm if kuk < ı, by the above choice of ı, and also for kuk � ı, because in this case it
coincides with the Fredholm operator dF.x; u/. Therefore, H is a Fredholm map.

Since H.t; � / agrees with F outside a bounded neighborhood of X � ¹0º in X �H, it
follows that H extends to a Fredholm homotopy

h W Œ0; 1� �M ! H

such that h.t; � / coincides with f outside of a neighborhood of X in M . By a time reparame-
terization, we can assume h.t; � / to be equal to f for t 2 Œ0; 1

2
�. By construction, we also have

h�1.0/ D Œ0; 1� �X , dh.t; � / D df D dg on X , and h.1; � / D g on an open neighborhood
of X .

As Fredholm maps are locally proper and Œ0; 1� �X is compact, there is an open neigh-
borhood V0 of X in M such that h is proper on Œ0; 1� � V , and hence also on the closure of the
open subset of Œ0; 1� �M

V WD .Œ0; 1� � V0/ [ .Œ0;
1
2
/ �M/;

since h.t; � / D f for t 2 Œ0; 1
2
� and f is proper. Let U0 �M be an open neighborhood of X

such that U0 � V and set

U WD .Œ0; 1� � U0/ [ .Œ0;
1
4
/ �M/;

so that Œ0; 1� �X � U and U � V . Since àU is disjoint from Œ0; 1� �X , the point 0 does
not belong to h.àU/. By applying Theorem 3.1 to the Fredholm map h, to the sets U , V ,
W WD Œ0; 1��M , and to the point z D 0, we obtain a proper Fredholm map h W Œ0; 1��M ! H
which agrees with h on U and such that

h
�1
.0/ D Œ0; 1� �X:

The mapf1 WD h.1; � / has the following properties:f1 is a proper Fredholm map, f �11 .0/DX,
f1 is proper Fredholm homotopic to f relative X , df1 is homotopic to df relative X , and
f1 D g on a neighborhood of X . We have therefore reduced the general case to the situation
in which f and g coincide in a neighborhood of their common Pontryagin manifold X .
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Step 2. By Step 1, we can assume that f and g agree on an open neighborhood N0
of X . Let A W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆn.H/ be a homotopy relative X between df and dg. Since
A.t; � / D df D dg on X , up to choice of a smaller neighborhood N0 we may assume that
for every .t; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �N0 each convex combination between A.t; x/ and df .x/ D dg.x/
is Fredholm of index n. Now let  WM ! Œ0; 1� be a smooth function with support in N0 and
such that  D 1 on an open neighborhood N1 of X . The map

B.t; x/ WD .1 �  .x//A.t; x/C  .x/df .x/ D .1 �  .x//A.t; x/C  .x/dg.x/

defined for all .t; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �M is smooth, takes values into ˆn.H/ and satisfies

B.0; x/ D df .x/; B.1; x/ D dg.x/; x 2M;

B.t; x/ D df .x/ D dg.x/; .t; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �N1:

Therefore, df and dg are homotopic relative the open neighborhood N1 of X .

Step 3. Let N2 and N3 be open neighborhoods of X with N3 � N2 � N2 � N1 and
consider the following open subsets of Œ0; 1� �M :

W WD ..Œ0; 1� n Œ1
3
; 2
3
�/ �M/ [ .Œ0; 1� �N1/;

V WD ..Œ0; 1� n Œ1
4
; 3
4
�/ �M/ [ .Œ0; 1� �N2/;

U WD ..Œ0; 1� n Œ1
5
; 5
6
�/ �M/ [ .Œ0; 1� �N3/;

which satisfy U � V � V � W . The map

k W W ! H; k.t; x/ D

8̂<̂
:
f .x/ for t < 1

3
;

g.x/ for t > 2
3
;

f .x/ D g.x/ for 1
3
� t � 2

3
;

is smooth and locally constant in t . Moreover, for all .t; x/ 2 W and all .s; u/ 2 R �H,

df .t; x/Œ.s; u/� D

8̂<̂
:
df .x/Œu� for t < 1

3
;

dg.x/Œu� for t > 2
3
;

df .x/Œu� D dg.x/Œu� for 1
3
� t � 2

3
;

so k is Fredholm of index nC 1. From the properness of f and g we deduce that k is proper
on V . Moreover, k�1.0/ D Œ0; 1� �X , and hence 0 does not belong to the image of àU by k.
We can reparametrize the homotopy B relative N1 between df and dg so that B.t; � / D df
for t < 1

3
and B.t; � / D dg for t > 2

3
. Then the continuous map

K W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆnC1.R �H;H/

given by

K.t; x/Œ.s; u/� D B.t; x/Œu�; .t; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �M; .s; u/ 2 R �H;

satisfiesKjW D dk. By applying Theorem 3.1 to the data k,K,U , V ,W and z D 0, we obtain
a proper Fredholm map k W Œ0; 1� �M ! H of index nC 1 such that k D k on U . This map
is a proper Fredholm homotopy between f and g relative X .
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7. The homotopy classification theorem for proper Fredholm maps

We can finally determine the space F propŒM;H� of all proper Fredholm maps from M

into H modulo proper Fredholm homotopies. By a particular case of Proposition 4.9, the
framed cobordism class of the Pontryagin manifold of a proper Fredholm map f at a regular
value y does not depend on the regular value y. Therefore, when we consider framed submani-
folds of M modulo framed cobordism we can talk about the Pontryagin manifold of a map
without specifying the regular value. The next result is Theorem 2 from the Introduction:

Theorem 7.1. Let f; g WM !H be proper Fredholm maps. Then f is proper Fredholm
homotopic to g if and only if the Pontryagin manifolds of f and g are framed cobordant.
Moreover, the map which to each proper Fredholm map f WM ! H of index n associates the
framed cobordism class of its Pontryagin manifold at some regular value induces a bijection
from F

prop
n ŒM;H� to the quotient space of framed n-dimensional compact submanifolds of M

modulo framed cobordism.

Proof. The “only if” part of the first statement is Proposition 4.9. Suppose that f; g
have framed cobordant Pontryagin manifolds, without loss of generality at a common reg-
ular value y 2 H for both f and g. Let .W;B/ be the corresponding framed cobordism
between .f �1.y/; df / and .g�1.y/; dg/. By Proposition 5.3 there exists a proper Fredholm
map h W Œ0; 1� �M ! H such that

h�1.y/ D W; dhjW D BjW

and dh is homotopic to B relative W . By the properties of .W;B/, the proper Fredholm maps
h0 WD h.0; � / and h1 WD h.1; � / have y as a regular value and satisfy

h�10 .y/ D f �1.y/; dh0jf �1.y/ D df jf �1.y/;

h�11 .y/ D g�1.z/; dh1jg�1.z/ D dgjg�1.z/:

From the fact that dh and B are homotopic relativeW , we deduce that dh0 is homotopic to df
relative X and dh1 is homotopic to dg relative X . Therefore, Proposition 6.1 implies that h0 is
proper Fredholm homotopic to f , and similarly h1 is proper Fredholm homotopic to g. Since
h0 and h1 are proper Fredholm homotopic, we conclude that f and g are proper Fredholm
homotopic. This concludes the proof of the first statement.

This statement implies that the map which is defined in the second statement is well
defined and injective. The surjectivity of this map is a consequence of Proposition 5.1 by what
we observed in Remark 5.2.

8. Computation of framed cobordisms for non-positive index

If n is a negative integer, an n-dimensional framed submanifold ofM is just a pair .;; A/,
where A is a continuous map from M into ˆn.H/. Two such n-dimensional framed submani-
folds .;; A0/ and .;; A1/ are framed cobordant if and only if the maps A0 and A1 are homo-
topic. Therefore, Theorem 7.1 has the following direct consequence, which is Theorem 3 from
the Introduction.
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Theorem 8.1. Let n be a negative integer. Two proper Fredholm maps f; g WM ! H
of index n are proper Fredholm homotopic if and only if their differentials are homotopic as
maps from M into ˆn.H/. Moreover, the map

f 7! Œdf �

induces a bijection
F

prop
n ŒM;H� Š ŒM;ˆn.H/�:

If M has to homotopy type of a compact Hausdorff space, the Atiyah–Jänich theorem
states that ŒM;ˆn.H/� is isomorphic to the reduced K-theory of real vector bundles of M ,
hence this set of homotopy classes is reasonably computable. Now we want to study the case
of index zero. In order to simplify the discussion, we assume throughout the remaining part of
this section that the manifold M is connected.

A 0-dimensional framed submanifold of M is a pair .X;A/ where X is a finite subset
of M and A WM ! ˆ0.H/ is a continuous map such that A.x/ 2 GL.H/ for every x 2 X .
Our aim is to understand when two such 0-dimensional framed submanifolds .X0; A0/ and
.X1; A1/ are framed cobordant. Obvious necessary conditions are that the setsX0 andX1 have
the same parity and that the maps A0 and A1 are homotopic. These conditions are in general
not sufficient, as we are going to show.

We recall that the fundamental group of ˆ0.H/ is isomorphic to Z2 and, since GL.H/
is contractible, the relative homotopy set �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H// has two elements. We endow
�1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H// with a group structure as follows: For two paths ;  0 W Œ0; 1�! ˆ0.H/
with .0/;  0.0/; .1/;  0.1/ 2 GL.H/we choose a path ˇ W Œ0; 1�! GL.H/with ˇ.0/ D .1/
and ˇ.1/ D  0.0/, and define the product Œ�Œ 0� to be the homotopy class relative endpoints
of the concatenation  # ˇ #  0. This does not depend on the choices made and the group
�1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H// is isomorphic to Z2. The identity element of this group is given by the
homotopy classes of paths which are homotopic with fixed ends to a path fully contained
in GL.H/. The isomorphism

�1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H// Š Z2

is given by the mod-2 intersection number with the codimension-1 set ˆ0.H/ n GL.H/. This
intersection number can be defined in the following way: The set

† WD ¹A 2 ˆ0.H/ j dim kerA D 1º

is a smooth hypersurface in ˆ0.H/ whose closure is ˆ0.H/ n GL.H/. Any continuous path
A W Œ0; 1�! ˆ0.H/ with end points in GL.H/ is homotopic with fixed ends to a smooth path
QA which meets ˆ0.H/ n GL.H/ only in † and transversally. Then the mod-2 intersection

number of A withˆ0.H/ n GL.H/ is defined as the parity of the finite set QA�1.†/. A standard
argument shows that this definition does not depend on the choice of the homotopic path QA.
See [13, 14] for more details.

If A W Œ0; 1�! ˆ0.H/ is a continuous path with end points in GL.H/, the triviality of
A in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H// can also be checked by looking at the pull-back of the determinant
bundle det! ˆ.H/ by A, see Remark 4.2. Indeed, A�.det/ is a line bundle over Œ0; 1�, whose
fiber at the end-points is the line ƒ0.¹0º/˝ƒ0.¹0º/� Š R˝R�, so it defines a line bundle
over Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º Š S1, and A is trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H// if and only if the latter line
bundle is trivial. See [26, 27] for more details.

It will be convenient to make use of the following definition.
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Definition 8.2. A continuous map A WM ! ˆ0.H/ is called orientable if the induced
homomorphism

A� W �1.M/! �1.ˆ0.H// Š Z2

is zero. Otherwise it is said to be non-orientable.

The orientability of A WM ! ˆ0.H/ depends only on the homotopy class of A. There-
fore, the set ŒM;ˆ0.H/� has a partition

ŒM;ˆ0.H/� D ŒM;ˆ0.H/�or t ŒM;ˆ0.H/�no;

where

ŒM;ˆ0.H/�or WD ¹ŒA� 2 ŒM;ˆ0.H/� j A orientableº;

ŒM;ˆ0.H/�no WD ¹ŒA� 2 ŒM;ˆ0.H/� j A non-orientableº:

Continuous maps A WM ! ˆ0.H/ with a simply connected domainM are always orientable.
Let .X;A/ be a 0-dimensional framed submanifold of M such that A is orientable. In

this case, we can associate to .X;A/ a number jdegj.X;A/ in

N0 WD ¹0º [N;

which we call absolute degree of .X;A/ and which was introduced in [13, 14] by Fitzpatrick,
Pejsachowicz and Rabier. The definition of jdegj.X;A/ goes as follows. Let x; x0 be points
in X and let  W Œ0; 1�!M be a continuous path joining them. We declare the points x and x0

to be equivalent if the path

A ı  W .Œ0; 1�; ¹0; 1º/! .ˆ0.H/;GL.H//

defines the trivial element of �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//. The fact that

A� W �1.M/! �1.ˆ0.H// Š Z2

is the zero homomorphism implies that this notion does not depend on the choice of the path
 joining x and x0. Moreover, from the group structure of �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H// we deduce that
this is an equivalence relation. This equivalence relation has at most two equivalence classes:
if x is not equivalent to x0, x0 is not equivalent to x00 and  and  0 are paths joining x to x0 and
x0 to x00, respectively, then A ı  and A ı  0 are non-trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H// Š Z2 and
hence their juxtaposition is trivial, implying that x and x00 are equivalent. If X D XC tX�

is the partition of X induced by this equivalence relation, we define the non-negative integer
jdegj.X;A/ as

jdegj.X;A/ WD
ˇ̌
jXCj � jX�j

ˇ̌
2 N0:

Notice that the parity of this integer coincides with the parity of jX j D jXCj C jX�j.

Theorem 8.3. The two 0-dimensional framed submanifolds .X0; A0/ and .X1; A1/ of
the connected manifold M are framed cobordant if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:

(i) The maps A0; A1 WM ! ˆ0.H/ are homotopic.

(ii) If A0 and A1 are orientable, then jdegj.X0; A0/ D jdegj.X1; A1/. If A0 and A1 are non-
orientable, then jX0j D jX1jmod 2.
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Furthermore, for every k 2 N0 the following statements hold:

(a) For every continuous map QA WM ! ˆ0.H/ there exists a 0-dimensional framed sub-
manifold .X;A/ of M such that jX j D k and A is homotopic to QA.

(b) For every orientable continuous map QA WM ! ˆ0.H/ there exists a 0-dimensional
framed submanifold .X;A/ of M such that jdegj.X;A/ D k and A is homotopic to QA.

The proof of the above result is given at the end of this section. Now let f WM ! H be
a proper Fredholm map of index zero.

Definition 8.4. The index-zero Fredholm map f WM ! H is said to be orientable if df
is orientable. Otherwise it is said to be non-orientable.

If f is orientable, we can define

jdegj.f / WD jdegj.f �1.y/; df / 2 N0;

where y is a regular value of f . This definition does not depend on the choice of the regular
value y: indeed, the Pontryagin manifolds of f corresponding to two regular values are framed
cobordant (see Proposition 4.9) and the claim follows from the above theorem. The parity of
jdegj.f / is nothing else but the Smale mod 2 degree of f :

jdegj.f /mod 2 D deg2.f /:

Together with Theorem 7.1, the above theorem has the following consequence, which is Theo-
rem 4 from the Introduction.

Corollary 8.5. Two proper Fredholm maps f0; f1 WM ! H of index zero on the con-
nected manifold M are proper Fredholm homotopic if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied:

(i) The maps df0; df1 WM ! ˆ0.H/ are homotopic.

(ii) If f0 and f1 are orientable, then jdegj.f0/ D jdegj.f1/. If f0 and f1 are non-orientable,
then deg2.f0/ D deg2.f1/.

Moreover, the map

f 7!

´
.Œdf �; jdegj.f // if f is orientable;

.Œdf �; deg2.f // if f is non-orientable;

induces a bijection

F
prop
0 ŒM;H� Š .ŒM;ˆ0.H/�or �N0/ t .ŒM;ˆ0.H/�no � Z2/:

IfM is simply connected, or more generally if �1.M/ has no non-trivial homomorphisms
into Z2, the bijection of the above theorem reduces to

F
prop
0 ŒM;H� Š ŒM;ˆ0.H/� �N0; Œf � 7! .Œdf �; jdegj.f //:

The remaining part of this section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 8.3, for which we
need some preliminary lemmas.
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Lemma 8.6. Let ˛ W Œ0; 1�!ˆ0.H/ be a continuous path with ˛.0/ and ˛.1/ in GL.H/.
Then the path

Q̨ W Œ0; 1�! ˆ1.R �H;H/; Q̨ D 0˚ ˛;

is homotopic with fixed ends to a path

ˇ W Œ0; 1�! ˆ1.R �H;H/

such that dim kerˇ.t/ D 1 for every t 2 Œ0; 1�. Notice that

kerˇ.0/ D ker Q̨ .0/ D R � ¹0º D ker Q̨ .1/ D kerˇ.1/;

so kerˇ defines a line bundle over Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º Š S1. If Q̨ and ˇ are homotopic paths of the
form above then the following facts are equivalent:

(i) Œ˛� is trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//.

(ii) The line bundle kerˇ ! Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º Š S1 is trivial.

Proof. We first notice that if ˇ0 and ˇ1 are paths inˆ1.R �H;H/which are homotopic
with fixed ends and satisfy

dim kerˇ0.t/ D dim kerˇ1.t/ D 1; t 2 Œ0; 1�;

and
kerˇ0.0/ D kerˇ0.1/ D kerˇ1.0/ D kerˇ1.1/;

then the line bundle kerˇ0 ! Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º is trivial if and only if the line bundle

kerˇ1 ! Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º

is trivial. Indeed, by considering the pull-back of the determinant bundle det! ˆ1.R �H;H/
by the homotopy between ˇ0 and ˇ1, we see that the line bundle ˇ�0 .det/! Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º is
trivial if and only if the line bundle ˇ�1 .det/! Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º is trivial. Since ˇ0.t/ and ˇ1.t/ are
surjective for every t 2 Œ0; 1�, these line bundles are canonically identified with the line bundles
ƒ1.kerˇ0/! Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º and ƒ1.kerˇ1/! Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º, and the conclusion follows from
the fact that a line bundle L is trivial if and only if the associated line bundle ƒ1.L/ is trivial.
Thanks to this observation, in the second part of the statement we can assume that ˇ is the path
which is constructed in the first part.

We treat first the case in which ˛ is trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//. In this case, ˛ is
homotopic with fixed ends to a path  W Œ0; 1�! ˆ0.H/ which takes values in GL.H/. Then
Q̨ is homotopic with fixed ends to the path ˇ WD 0˚  , which satisfies kerˇ.t/ D R � ¹0º for
every t 2 Œ0; 1�. In this case, both (i) and (ii) hold.

Now we consider the case in which ˛ is non-trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//. We claim
that ˛ is homotopic with fixed ends to a smooth path  in ˆ0.H/ of the following form: Let
H D L˚L? be an orthogonal splitting of H with dimL D 1. Then .0/ D ˛.0/, .1/ D ˛.1/,
.t/ is invertible for all t 2 Œ0; 1

4
� [ Œ3

4
; 1�, and



�
1

2
C
t

4

�
D

�
sin
�
�

2
t

�
IL

�
˚ IL? ; t 2 Œ�1; 1�:

The existence of such a path follows from the fact that GL.H/ is connected. In order to show
that  is homotopic with fixed ends to ˛, it is enough to check that also  is non-trivial
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in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//, and this follows from the fact that the intersection number of  with
ˆ0.H/ n GL.H/ is 1: indeed, the smooth path  meets ˆ0.H/ n GL.H/ transversally at †,
and �1.†/ D ¹1

2
º.

It follows that Q̨ is homotopic with fixed ends to Q WD 0˚  . The path

Q W Œ0; 1�! ˆ1.R �H;H/

is homotopic with fixed ends to the path ˇ W Œ0; 1�! ˆ1.R �H;H/ which is defined by the
identities

ˇ.t/ D Q.t/; t 2 Œ0; 1
4
� [ Œ3

4
; 1�;

ˇ

�
1

2
C
t

4

�
D

�
cos
�
�

2
t

�
IR

�
˚

�
sin
�
�

2
t

�
IL

�
˚ IL? ; t 2 Œ�1; 1�:

The kernel of ˇ.t/ is R � ¹0º for t 2 Œ0; 1
4
� [ Œ3

4
; 1�, while for t 2 Œ1

4
; 3
4
� this kernel describes

a path of lines in the plane R � L � ¹0º which starts and ends at R � ¹0º � ¹0º and makes
a rotation of angle � . Therefore, the line bundle kerˇ ! Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º is non-trivial. In this
case, neither (i) nor (ii) holds.

Here is a first consequence of the above lemma:

Lemma 8.7. Let .W;B/ be a 1-dimensional framed cobordism starting at some
0-dimensional framed submanifold .X;A/ of M . Let x0 and x1 be distinct points in X such
that .0; x0/ and .0; x1/ belong to the same connected component of W , which is parametrized
by an embedding

w D .�; / W Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1� �M

such that .0/ D x0 and .1/ D x1. Then the path A ı  is non-trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//.

Proof. Notice that the first component � of the embedding w must satisfy

�.0/ D �.1/ D 0 and � 0.0/ > 0; � 0.1/ < 0:

The path
ˇ W Œ0; 1�! ˆ1.R �H;H/; ˇ WD B ı w;

is such that dim kerˇ.t/ D 1 for every t 2 Œ0; 1� and

ˇ.0/ D 0˚ A.x0/; ˇ.1/ D 0˚ A.x1/:

Let ˛ WD A ı  W Œ0; 1�! ˆ0.H/ and set Q̨ WD 0˚ ˛ W Œ0; 1�! ˆ1.R �H;H/. The paths Q̨
and ˇ are homotopic with fixed ends through the homotopy

Œ0; 1� � Œ0; 1�! ˆ1.R �H;H/; .s; t/ 7! B.s�.t/; .t//:

The path Pw W Œ0; 1�! R �H defines a non-vanishing section of the line bundle kerˇ ! Œ0; 1�

such that

Pw.0/ D .� 0.0/; 0/ with � 0.0/ > 0;

Pw.1/ D .� 0.1/; 0/ with � 0.1/ < 0:
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The fact that a non-vanishing section of kerˇ ! Œ0; 1� takes values into two different compo-
nents of

kerˇ.0/ n ¹0º D .R n ¹0º/ � ¹0º D kerˇ.1/ n ¹0º

at t D 0 and t D 1 implies that the line bundle kerˇ ! Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º Š S1 is non-trivial. Then
the last part of Lemma 8.6 implies that Œ˛� D ŒA ı � is non-trivial in �1.ˆ1.H/;GL.H//.

This lemma has the following converse:

Lemma 8.8. Let .X;A/ be a 0-dimensional framed submanifold of M , let x0 and x1
be distinct points in X and let  W Œ0; 1�!M be a continuous path from x0 to x1 such that
A ı  is non-trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//. Then there is a 1-dimensional framed cobordism
.W;B/ from .X;A/ to a 0-dimensional framed submanifold .X 0; A0/ with X 0 D X n ¹x0; x1º.
Moreover, for every continuous path ı W Œ0; 1�!M connecting two points of X 0, the path
A0 ı ı is trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H// if and only if the path A ı ı is.

Proof. By replacing it with a fixed ends homotopic path, we can assume that the path
 W Œ0; 1�!M is smooth and has the following properties: .t/ D x0 for t 2 Œ0; 1

3
�, .t/ D x1

for t 2 Œ2
3
; 1� and  j. 1

3
; 2

3
/ is an embedding into M nX . Let � W Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1

2
� be a smooth

function such that �.t/ D t for t 2 Œ0; 1
3
� and �.t/ D 1 � t for t 2 Œ2

3
; 1� and �.t/ > 0 for

t 2 .0; 1/. Then the path

w W Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1� �M; w WD .�; /;

is an embedding, and the 1-dimensional manifold

W WD w.Œ0; 1�/ [
[
x2X 0

Œ0; 1� � ¹xº

is a cobordism between X and X 0 D X n ¹x0; x1º.
Let Z � Œ0; 1� �M be the image of the smooth map

z W Œ0; 1� � Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1� �M; .s; t/ 7! .s�.t/; .t//;

which maps Œ0; 1��¹0º into .0; x0/ and Œ0; 1��¹1º into .0; x1/. The map z induces a homeomor-
phism from the quotient space, which is obtained from Œ0; 1� � Œ0; 1� by collapsing Œ0; 1� � ¹0º
and Œ0; 1� � ¹1º, onto Z, which is therefore a topological disc.

Set ˛ WD Aı and Q̨ WD 0˚˛ W Œ0; 1�! ˆ1.R�H;H/. By the first part of Lemma 8.6,
Q̨ is homotopic with fixed ends to a path�̌ W Œ0; 1�! ˆ1.R �H;H/

such that dim ker �̌.t/ D 1 for every t 2 Œ0; 1�. Due to the properties of Q̨ , we may assume that�̌.t/ D Q̨ .t/; t 2 Œ0; 1
3
� [ Œ2

3
; 1�:

Since Œ˛� D ŒA ı � is non-trivial in �1.ˆ1.H/;GL.H//, the second part of Lemma 8.6 implies
that the line bundle ker �̌! Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º Š S1 is non-trivial. Also the path t 7! Pw.t/R into
the Grassmannian of lines in R �H defines a non-trivial line bundle over Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º Š S1,
which coincides with the previous one on Œ0; 1

3
� and on Œ2

3
; 1�. Then we can find a smooth path

‰ W Œ0; 1�! GL.R �H/
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such that ‰.t/ D I for t 2 Œ0; 1
3
� [ Œ2

3
; 1� and ‰.t/ Pw.t/ 2 ker �̌.t/ for every t 2 Œ0; 1�. Since

GL.R �H/ is contractible, the pointwise multiplication

ˇ W Œ0; 1�! ˆ1.R �H;H/; ˇ.t/ WD �̌.t/‰.t/;
is still homotopic with fixed ends to Q̨ . Let

� W Œ0; 1� � Œ0; 1�! ˆ1.R �H;H/; �.0; t/ D Q̨ .t/; �.1; t/ D ˇ.t/;

be such a homotopy, which we may assume to satisfy

�.s; t/ D Q̨ .t/; .s; t/ 2 Œ0; 1� � .Œ0; 1
3
� [ Œ2

3
; 1�/:

By construction,
kerˇ.t/ D R Pw.t/ D Tw.t/W

for every t 2 Œ0; 1�. Using the fact that

.¹0º �M/ [Z [ .Œ0; 1� �X 0/

is a retract of Œ0; 1� �M and the properties of the map z, we can find a continuous map

B W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆ1.R �H;H/

such that
B.s; x/ D 0˚ A.x/; .s; x/ 2 Œ0; 1

4
� �M;

B.z.s; t// D �.s; t/; .s; t/ 2 Œ0; 1� � Œ0; 1�;

B.s; x/ D 0˚ A.x/; .s; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �X 0:

Since the map
ˆ0.H/! ˆ1.R �H;H/; A 7! 0˚ A;

is a homotopy equivalence, by modifying B in the open set .3
4
; 1� �M , whose intersection

with W is .3
4
; 1� �X 0, we may assume that

B.s; x/ D 0˚ A0.x/; .s; x/ 2 Œ4
5
; 1� �M;

where A0.x/ D A.x/ for all x 2 X 0. From the identities

kerB.w.t// D kerB.z.1; t// D ker �.1; t/ D kerˇ.t/ D Tw.t/W; t 2 Œ0; 1�;

kerB.t; x/ D ker 0˚ A.x/ D R � ¹0º D T.t;x/W; .t; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �X 0;

we then deduce that .W;B/ is the required framed cobordism from .X;A/ to .X 0; A0/.
In order to prove the last statement, we consider a continuous path ı W Œ0; 1�!M joining

two points of X 0. Since B.s; x/ D 0˚ A.x/ for all .s; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �X 0, the map

H W Œ0; 1� � Œ0; 1�! ˆ0.H/; H.s; t/ D B.s; ı.t//j¹0º�H;

is a homotopy with fixed ends between A ı ı and A0 ı ı. The existence of this homotopy
implies that A0 ı ı is trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H// if and only if A ı ı is.

Another consequence of Lemma 8.6 is the following.
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Lemma 8.9. Let .W;B/ be a 1-dimensional framed cobordism between the 0-dimen-
sional framed submanifolds .X0; A0/ and .X1; A1/. Let x0 2 X0 and x1 2 X1 be such that
.0; x0/ and .1; x1/ belong to the same connected component of W , which is parametrized by
the embedding

w W Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1� �M; w.0/ D .0; x0/; w.1/ D .1; x1/:

Consider the homotopy

A W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆ0.H/; A.t; x/ WD B.t; x/j¹0º�H; .t; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �M:

Then the path A ı w is trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//.

Proof. Due to the form of B , B ı w is homotopic with fixed ends to 0˚ A ı w within
ˆ1.R �H;H/. The kernel of B ı w.t/ has dimension 1 for every t 2 Œ0; 1� and is spanned
by Pw.t/. Since Pw.0/ and Pw.1/ belong to the same component of

kerB.w.0// n ¹0º D .R n ¹0º/ � ¹0º D kerB.w.1// n ¹0º;

the line bundle kerB ı w ! Œ0; 1�=¹0; 1º is trivial. Then the second part of Lemma 8.6 implies
that A ı w is trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//.

And here is a converse statement to the above lemma:

Lemma 8.10. Let A0; A1 WM ! ˆ0.H/ be framings of the same finite set X �M .
Let A W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆ0.H/ be a homotopy from A0 to A1 such that for every x 2 X the path
t 7! A.t; x/ is trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//. Then .X;A0/ is framed cobordant to .X;A1/.

Proof. By a reparametrization, we may assume that A.t; � / D A0 for every t 2 Œ0; 1
3
�

and A.t; � / D A1 for every t 2 Œ2
3
; 1�. Let r > 0 be so small that the closed balls Br.x/ for

x 2 X are pairwise disjoint. Since for every x 2 X , the path

Œ1
3
; 2
3
�! ˆ0.H/; t 7! A.t; x/

is homotopic with fixed ends to a path which is fully contained in GL.H/, we can modify the
homotopy A inside Œ1

3
; 2
3
� �

S
x2X Br.x/ so that A.t; x/ 2 GL.H/ for every x 2 X and every

t 2 Œ0; 1�. After this modification, the pair .W;B/ with

W WD Œ0; 1� �X; B WD 0˚ A W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆ1.R �H;H/

is a framed cobordism from .X;A0/ to .X;A1/.

We can finally prove Theorem 8.3

Proof of Theorem 8.3. Let .W;B/ be a framed cobordism between the 0-dimensional
framed manifolds .X0; A0/ and .X1; A1/. As we have already observed,B induces a homotopy

A W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆ0.H/; A.t; x/ WD B.t; x/j¹0º�H; .t; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �M;

between A0 and A1, so (i) holds. We must prove that also (ii) holds.
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If A0 and A1 are non-orientable, then (ii) just says that jX0j D jX1j mod 2, and this is
surely true because the finite sets X0 and X1 are cobordant. Therefore, we can assume that
A0 and A1 are orientable. In this case, A0 and A1 induce equivalence relations on X0 and
X1 which determine the non-negative integers jdegj.X0; A0/ and jdegj.X1; A1/, and we must
show that these integers coincide.

LetW 0 be the subset ofW consisting of those components having one boundary element
in ¹0º �M and the other in ¹1º �M . The set W 0 intersects ¹0º �M in the subset X 00 � X0
and in the equipotent subset X 01 � X1. The set X0 nX 00 consists of a disjoint union of pairs
x0; x

0
0 such that .0; x0/ and .0; x00/ belong to the same component of W . The elements of such

a pair are not equivalent under the equivalence relation induced by A0, thanks to Lemma 8.7,
and hence

jdegj.X0; A0/ D jdegj.X 00; A0/:

It is easy to see that .X0; A0/ and .X 00; A0/ are framed cobordant. Similarly,

jdegj.X1; A1/ D jdegj.X 01; A1/

and .X1; A1/ is framed cobordant to .X 01; A1/. By replacing X0 by X 00 and X1 by X 01, we can
therefore assume that all components of W are arcs with one end-point in ¹0º �X0 and the
other in ¹1º �X1. Under this assumption, W induces a bijection

' W X0 ! X1

where '.x0/ is the point of X1 such that .0; x0/ and .1; '.x0// are end-points of a compo-
nent of W . In order to prove that jdegj.X0; A0/ D jdegj.X1; A1/, it is enough to show that
the bijection ' preserves the two equivalence relations. In other words, we must prove the
following fact: if x0; x00 are distinct points in X0, then x0 is equivalent to x00 with respect
to A0 if and only if x1 WD '.x0/ is equivalent to x01 WD '.x

0
0/ with respect to A1. The con-

nected component of W having boundary .0; x0/ and .1; x1/ is parametrized by an embedding
w W Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1� �M such that w.0/ D .0; x0/ and w.1/ D .1; x1/. Similarly, the connected
component of W having boundary .0; x00/ and .1; x01/ is parametrized by an embedding
w0 W Œ0; 1�! Œ0; 1� �M such that w0.0/ D .0; x00/ and w0.1/ D .1; x01/. Let ˛0 W Œ0; 1�!M

and ˛1 W Œ0; 1�!M be continuous paths such that ˛0.0/ D x0, ˛0.1/ D x00, ˛1.0/ D x1 and
˛1.1/ D x

0
1. The homotopy A induces a homotopy between the juxtapositions

.A0 ı ˛0/ # .A ı w0/ and .A ı w/ # .A1 ı ˛1/:

By Lemma 8.9, the pathsA ı w andA ı w0 are trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//. We conclude that
the paths A0 ı ˛0 and A1 ı ˛1 are either both trivial or both non-trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//,
and hence x0 is equivalent to x00 with respect to A0 if and only if x1 is equivalent to x01 with
respect to A1. This proves that (ii) holds.

Now we assume that the framed 0-dimensional manifolds .X0; A0/ and .X1; A1/ satisfy
(i) and (ii). We wish to prove that they are framed cobordant.

Since A0 and A1 are homotopic by (i), they are either both orientable or both non-
orientable. We first consider the case in which they are orientable. If X0 contains two points x0
and x00 which are not equivalent for the equivalence relation induced by A0, then Lemma 8.8
implies that .X0; A0/ is framed cobordant to .X0 n ¹x0; x00º; A

0
0/ for some framing A00 which

induces the same equivalence relation as A0 on X0 n ¹x0; x00º. By the latter fact, removing x0
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and x00 does not change the value of jdegj:

jdegj.X n ¹x0; x00º; A
0
0/ D jdegj.X0; A0/:

By successively removing pairs of non-equivalent points from X0, we can therefore assume
that all the points of X0 are equivalent with respect to the equivalence relation induced by A0.
Similarly, we can assume that all the points ofX1 are equivalent with respect to the equivalence
relation induced by A1. In this case, we have jdegj.X0; A0/ D jX0j and jdegj.X1; A1/ D jX1j,
so assumption (ii) guarantees that X0 and X1 have the same number of elements. By consider-
ing an isotopy

� W Œ0; 1� �M !M

such that �.0; � / D id and �.1;X0/ D X1, we can assume that X0 and X1 are indeed the same
set, which we denote by X . Let A W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆ0.H/ be a homotopy between A0 and A1,
whose existence is guaranteed by assumption (i). If x and x0 are distinct elements of X and
 W Œ0; 1�!M is a path such that .0/ D x and .1/ D x0, then the juxtapositions

A. � ; x/ # A1 ı  and A0 ı  # A. � ; x0/

are homotopic. Since the paths A1 ı  and A0 ı  are trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//, the path
A. � ; x/ is trivial if and only if the path A. � ; x0/ is trivial. If A. � ; x/ is trivial for one x 2 X ,
and hence for all x 2 X , then Lemma 8.10 implies that .X;A0/ and .X;A1/ are framed cobor-
dant, as we wished to prove. If A. � ; x/ is non-trivial for one x 2 X , and hence for all x 2 X ,
then we can modify the homotopy A as follows. We fix a path T W Œ0; 1�! ˆ0.H/ such that
T .0/ D T .1/ D I and T is non-trivial in �1.ˆ0.H// and we define

QA.t; x/ WD T .t/A.t; x/; .t; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �M:

This map is a homotopy between A0 and A1 and QA. � ; x/ is trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H// for
all x 2 X , so the previous argument applies and .X;A0/ and .X;A1/ are framed cobordant.
This concludes the case in which A0 and A1 are orientable.

Now assume that A0 and A1 are non-orientable. In this case, any pair of distinct points
x0; x1 in X0 can be connected by a path  W Œ0; 1�!M such that the path A ı  is non-trivial
in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//. Indeed, if some path ˛ from x0 to x1 is such thatA ı ˛ is trivial, then by
juxtaposing ˛ with a loop ˇ based at x1 such that A ı ˇ is non-trivial – which exists because
A is non-orientable, we obtain the required path. Thanks to Lemma 8.7, .X0; A0/ is framed
cobordant to a 0-dimensional framed submanifold .X 00; A

0
0/ such that X0 is either empty or

consists of one point and jX0j D jX 00j mod 2. The same is true for .X1; A1/, and hence we
may assume that both X0 and X1 have at most 1 element. Since jX0j D jX1j mod 2 by (ii), it
follows that X0 and X1 are either both empty or both singletons.

Let A W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆ0.H/ be a homotopy from A0 to A1, which we may assume to
be independent of time for t close to 0 and for t close to 1. If X0 D X1 D ;, then the pair
.W;B/ with W D ; and

B W Œ0; 1� �M ! ˆ1.R �H;H/; B D 0˚ A;

is a framed cobordism from .X0; A0/ to .X1; A1/. If X0 and X1 are singletons, up to applying
an isotopy we may assume thatX0 D X1 D ¹xº. We can also assume that the path t 7! A.t; x/

is non-trivial in �1.ˆ0.H/;GL.H//, because otherwise we can replace the homotopy A by the
homotopy TA, where T is a non-trivial loop based at I as above. Then Lemma 8.10 implies
that .X0; A0/ and .X1; A1/ are framed cobordant.
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It remains to prove (a) and (b). Let k be a non-negative integer and let QA WM ! ˆ0.H/
be a continuous map. Since GL.H/ is dense in ˆ0.H/, we can find a continuous map

A WM ! ˆ0.H/

which is homotopic to QA and such thatA�1.GL.H// is not empty. LetX be a subset of cardinal-
ity k of some connected component of the open set A�1.GL.H//. Then .X;A/ is a 0-dimen-
sional framed submanifold of M with jX j D k and A homotopic to QA, so (a) holds. If QA is
orientable, then the fact thatX is contained in a connected component of A�1.GL.H// implies
that the points of X are all pairwise equivalent with respect to the equivalence relation induced
by A, and hence jdegj.X;A/ D jX j D k. This proves (b).

A. Extension of Fredholm maps

The aim of this appendix is to prove Theorem 2.1 on the extension of Fredholm maps.
By the already cited theorem of Eells and Elworthy [11], every Hilbert manifold has an

open embedding into its model. Therefore, we may assume that M and N are open subsets
of H. The trivializations of TM and TN which we use to write the differential of a Fredholm
map betweenM andN as aˆ.H/-valued map onM are the ones induced by these embeddings.

Up to the regularization of A, see Lemma 1.3, and up to the choice of a smaller V , we
may assume that the map A is smooth. For any x 2M set

ı0.x/ WD dist.g.x/;N c/ > 0; ı1.x/ WD dist.A.x/;ˆn.H/c/ > 0;

whereN c andˆn.H/c denote the complements ofN andˆn.H/ in H andL.H/, respectively.
We set ı0.x/ WD C1 if N D H. Now we choose r.x/ > 0 to be so small that:

(a) Br.x/.x/ �M ,

(b) if Br.x/.x/ \ U ¤ ;, then Br.x/.x/ � V ,

(c) convg.Br.x/.x// � ¹z 2 N j kz � g.x/k <
ı0.x/
2
º,

(d) convA.Br.x/.x// � ¹T 2 ˆn.H/ j kT � A.x/kL.H/ <
ı1.x/
2
º,

(e) r.x/ sup¹kA.y/kL.H/ j y 2 Br.x/.x/º <
ı0.x/
4

,

(f) r.x/ sup¹kdA.y/kL.H;L.H// j y 2 Br.x/.x/º <
ı1.x/
2

.

Here conv denotes the closed convex hull. Let U D ¹Uj j j 2 J º be a locally finite star-
refinement of the open covering ¹Br.x/.x/ j x 2M º. That is,

(A.1) Uj1
\ � � � \ Ujk

¤ ; H) Uj1
[ � � � [ Ujk

� Br.x/.x/ for some x 2M:

Let ¹'j j j 2 J º be a smooth partition of unity subordinated to U , and for every j 2 J fix
a point xj in Uj . We define the smooth maps

f .x/ WD
X
j2J

'j .x/

�
g.xj /C

Z 1

0

A.xj C s.x � xj //.x � xj / ds

�
; x 2M;

and
h.t; x/ WD tf .x/C .1 � t /g.x/; .t; x/ 2 Œ0; 1� �M:
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Fix a point x in M and let Uj1
; : : : ; Ujk

be the elements of the covering U which con-
tain x, so that

kX
iD1

'ji
.x/ D 1;

and 'j .x/ D 0 if j is not in ¹j1; : : : ; jkº. By property (A.1), there is a point y in M such that

(A.2) x 2 Uj1
[ � � � [ Ujk

� Br.y/.y/:

Then kx � xji
k < 2r.y/ for every i D 1; : : : ; k, and the norm of the vector

h.t; x/ �

kX
iD1

'ji
.x/.tg.xji

/C .1 � t /g.x//

D t

kX
iD1

'ji
.x/

Z 1

0

A.xji
C s.x � xji

//.x � xji
/ ds

does not exceed the quantity

2r.y/ sup
z2Br.y/.y/

kA.z/kL.H/;

which by (e) is smaller than ı0.y/
2

. On the other hand, (c) implies thatg.y/ �
kX
iD1

'ji
.x/.tg.xji

/C .1 � t /g.x//

 < ı0.y/

2
:

Therefore,
kh.t; x/ � g.y/k < ı0.y/;

and by the definition of ı0 we conclude that h and, a fortiori, f take values into N .
If, moreover, x belongs to U , then (b) guarantees that Br.y/.y/ is contained in V , so

by (A.2), (i) and (ii),

h.t; x/ D t

kX
jD1

'ji
.x/

�
f .xji

/C

Z 1

0

df .xji
C s.x � xji

//.x � xji
/ ds

�
C .1 � t /f .x/

D t

kX
jD1

'ji
.x/

�
f .xji

/C

Z 1

0

d

ds
f .xji

C s.x � xji
// ds

�
C .1 � t /f .x/

D t

kX
jD1

'ji
.x/f .x/C .1 � t /f .x/

D f .x/;

hence f jU D f jU and h is a homotopy between f and g relative U , proving (i’).
The differential of f at x is the operator

df .x/ D A1.x/C A2.x/C A3.x/;
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where

A1.x/u WD

kX
jD1

d'ji
.x/Œu�

�
g.xji

/C

Z 1

0

A.xji
C s.x � xji

//.x � xji
/ ds

�
; u 2 H;

A2.x/ WD

kX
iD1

'ji
.x/

Z 1

0

A.xji
C s.x � xji

// ds;

A3.x/u WD

kX
iD1

'ji
.x/

Z 1

0

s dA.xji
C s.x � xji

//Œu�.x � xji
/ ds; u 2 H:

The operator A1.x/ has rank at most k. By (A.2) and (d),

(A.3) kA2.x/ � A.y/kL.H/ <
ı1.y/

2
:

By (A.2) and (f),

(A.4) kA3.x/kL.H/ � 2r.y/ sup
z2Br.y/.y/

kdA.z/kL.H;L.H//

Z 1

0

s ds <
ı1.y/

2
:

By (A.3) and (A.4),
kA2.x/C A3.x/ � A.y/kL.H/ < ı1.y/;

so by the definition of ı1, A2.x/C A3.x/ belongs to ˆn.H/. Since A1.x/ has finite rank,
df .x/ belongs to ˆn.H/ too. Hence, f is a Fredholm map of index n.

By using again (A.2) and (d),

ktA2.x/C .1 � t /A.x/ � A.y/kL.H/ <
ı1.y/

2
; t 2 Œ0; 1�:

Together with (A.4) and the fact that A1.x/ has finite rank, this implies that the homotopy

H.t; x/ WD tdf .x/C .1 � t /A.x/ D tA1.x/C .tA2.x/C .1 � t /A.x//C tA3.x/

takes values into ˆn.H/. If, moreover, x belongs to U , then A.x/ D df .x/ D df .x/. There-
fore,

H.t; x/ D df .x/; x 2 U;

and H is a homotopy relative U , proving (ii’).

B. Proper extension of Fredholm maps

The aim of this appendix is to prove Theorem 3.1 on the extension of proper Fredholm
maps. The proof follow closely the proof of [12, Lemma 4.2], which has slightly stronger
assumptions.

We start by recalling the following result of Bessaga [4]. See also [5, Section III.6].

Theorem B.1. There exists a diffeomorphism d1 W H! H n ¹0º which is the identity
outside the ball of radius 1

2
.

Let Br.x/ be the open ball in H with center x and radius r , and let S WD àB1.0/ be the
unit sphere in H. A famous corollary of Bessaga’s theorem is that S is diffeomorphic to H.
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Corollary B.2. There exists a diffeomorphism d2 W S ! H.

Proof. Let x0 2 S . We first construct a diffeomorphism S Š S n ¹x0º by applying d1
in a chart around x0. The stereographic projection � W S n ¹x0º ! x?0 defined by

�.x/ D
x � hx; x0ix0

1 � hx; x0i

is a diffeomorphism onto the hyperplane x?0 orthogonal to x0, which in turn is diffeomorphic
to H. By composition, we obtain a diffeomorphism d2 W S ! H.

Bessaga’s theorem allows us to construct various other useful maps, for example an in-
volution on H which exchanges the interior with the exterior of S :

Corollary B.3. There is a diffeomorphism J W H! H such that

J jS D id; J 2 D id; and J.B1.0// D H n B1.0/:

The map J is Fredholm homotopic to id relative S .

Proof. Consider the diffeomorphism j W H n ¹0º ! H n ¹0º given by

j.x/ D
x

kxk2
:

Then j 2 D id and the diffeomorphism J W H! H defined by J D d�11 ı j ı d1 also satisfies
J 2 D id. Since d1 maps the interior of the unit ball to itself, and the complement of the unit
ball to itself, we have J.B1.0// D H n B1.0/.

For every t 2 Œ0; 1� let jt W H n ¹0º ! H n ¹0º be defined by jt .x/ D �t .x/x, with the
smooth function �t W H n ¹0º ! R defined by

�t .x/ D 1 � t C
t

kxk2
:

Since �t .x/ > 0 for every t 2 Œ0; 1� and x ¤ 0, this map is well defined and Fredholm: indeed,
its differential

djt .x/ D x d�t .x/C �t .x/ id

is a Fredholm operator, being a perturbation of rank at most one of the isomorphism �t .x/ id.
Then Jt D d�11 ı jt ı d1 is the required Fredholm homotopy. For each x 2 S we see that
jt .x/ D x, so Jt is a homotopy relative S .

We will need the following extension result for proper Fredholm maps into the unit
sphere:

Lemma B.4. Let M be a Hilbert manifold and f WM ! S a Fredholm map into the
infinite-dimensional sphere of H. Let A �M be a closed set and V a neighborhood of A
such that f jV is proper (A and V might be empty). Then there exists a smooth function
� WM ! Œ1;C1/ such that A � ��1.1/ � V and the map g WM ! H defined by

g.x/ WD �.x/f .x/

is proper and Fredholm of index indf � 1.
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Proof. Since Fredholm maps are locally proper (see e.g. [24, Theorem 1.6]), every
x 2M has a neighborhood U such that f jU is proper. Since M is paracompact, we can find
a countable locally finite open cover U D ¹Uj ºj2N of M n A such that the restriction f jUj

is
proper. SetU0 WD V and consider the covering U [ ¹U0º ofM . Let ¹�j ºj2N0

, N0 D ¹0º [N,
be a smooth partition of unity subordinated to the latter covering such that

(B.1) A � ��10 .1/:

Consider the function

� WM ! Œ1;C1/; � WD

1X
jD0

2j�j ;

and set g WD �f . By (B.1) we have A � ��1.1/. If x … V D U0, then �0.x/ D 0 and hence
�.x/ � 2; this implies that ��1.1/ � V . For every n 2 N the set ��1.Œ1; 2n�/ is contained in
the union U0 [ U1 [ � � � [ Un, because on the complement of this union all �j with 0 � j � n
vanish and hence � � 2nC1. The restrictions gjUj

are proper, because g.M/ � H n B1.0/ and
for every K � H n B1.0/ there holds

.gjUj
/�1.K/ � .f jUj

/�1.�.K//;

where � W H n ¹0º ! S is the radial projection onto the sphere. If K is compact, it is in par-
ticular closed and the set .gjUj

/�1.K/ is a closed subset of a compact set as f is proper
when restricted to Uj , thus .gjUj

/�1.K/ is compact.
It follows that the restriction of g to any finite union of the sets Uj is proper, and from the

fact that for every R � 1 the set ��1.Œ1; R�/ is contained in finitely many of the sets Uj we
conclude that g is proper. At a point x 2M we have

dg.x/ D f .x/ d�.x/C �.x/ df .x/:

The map f .x/d�.x/ has rank at most one, and since �.x/ does not vanish, it follows that
�.x/df .x/ W TxM ! H is a Fredholm operator whose index equals the index of the differen-
tial df .x/ W TxM ! Tf .x/S minus 1. Hence g is a Fredholm map with index indf � 1.

The main step in the proof of Theorem 3.1 is contained in the following result. The
difference with respect to [12, Lemma 4.2] is that the point z is not required to belong to f .U /,
an assumption which turns out to be superfluous.

Lemma B.5. LetM be a Hilbert manifold and let U; V be open subsets ofM such that
U � V . Let f WM ! H be a Fredholm map of index n such that f jV is proper. Moreover,
assume that there exists a point z in H n f .àU/. Then there exists a proper Fredholm map
f WM ! H of index n such that f jU D f jU and

(a) f and f are Fredholm homotopic relative U ,

(b) there exists a neighborhood Z � H of z such that f
�1
.Z/ D f �1.Z/ \ U .

Proof. By Corollary B.2 we can replace the Hilbert space H by the Hilbert sphere S
in this statement: f is a Fredholm map of index n from M to S such that f jV is proper, z is
a point in S n f .àU/ and we must find a proper Fredholm map f WM ! S of the same index
such that f jU D f jU and (a) and (b) hold.
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A proper map into a metric space is closed and hence f .àU/ is closed. Let Y � S be an
open neighborhood of f .àU/ such that z does not belong to Y . Let V1 be an open neighborhood
of àU such that f .V1/ � Y and V1 � V . Then the open set V0 WD U [ V1 satisfies

U � V0 � V0 � V

and is such that z does not belong to f .V0 n U/. Let A be a closed neighborhood of U con-
tained in V0. By Lemma B.4 there exists a smooth function � WM ! Œ1;C1/ such that

A � ��1.1/ � V0

and g1 WD �f WM ! H is a proper Fredholm map. The index of g1 is n � 1 and its image is
contained in H n B1.0/. Let i W S ,! H denote the inclusion mapping. Then g1 is Fredholm
homotopic to i ı f relative U via the homotopy

Qht WD tg1 C .1 � t /i ı f D .t�C 1 � t /i ı f; t 2 Œ0; 1�:

Indeed, the formula

d Qht .x/ D tf .x/ d�.x/C .t�.x/C 1 � t / df .x/

shows that the operator d Qht .x/ is Fredholm, being a finite rank perturbation of the Fredholm
operator .t�.x/C 1 � t /df .x/.

By construction, z does not belong to g1.M n U/ and since the latter set is closed, there
exists an open ball B � H containing z such that B \ g1.M n U/ D ;. Set

g2 WD J ı g1 WM ! H;

with J as in Corollary B.3. The image of g2 is contained in the closed unit ball of H. Since J
is a diffeomorphism, g2 is Fredholm homotopic to g1 relative U by the corresponding property
of J stated in Corollary B.3. Therefore, g2 is Fredholm homotopic to i ı f relative U .

Since z is fixed by J , we can find an open ball B0 � H containing z and such that
B0 � J.B/. It follows that B0 \ g2.M n U/ D ;. Let

r W B1.0/ n ¹zº ! B1.0/ n ¹zº

be the retraction onto S n ¹zº which is defined by mapping each x 2 B1.0/ n ¹zº into the
intersection of the ray emanating from z in the direction of x and the set S n ¹zº. This map is
Fredholm and is Fredholm homotopic to the identity mapping on B1.0/ n ¹zº relative S n ¹zº
by convex interpolation. The retraction r does not extend continuously to z. However, since g2
maps a neighborhood of àU into S n ¹zº, the map

g3 WM ! H; g3.x/ D

´
r.g2.x// if x 2M n U;

g2.x/ if x 2 U;

is smooth. The map g3 is Fredholm of index n � 1 and is proper, because g2 is proper and r is
proper on B1.0/ n B0. Moreover, the fact that r is Fredholm homotopic to the identity relative
S n ¹zº implies that g3 is Fredholm homotopic to g2 relative U . Therefore, g3 is Fredholm
homotopic to i ı f relative U . Denote by

h W Œ0; 1� �M ! H
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such a Fredholm homotopy. Since the image of g3 is contained in S , we can restrict its
codomain and obtain a proper Fredholm map f WM ! S of index n. The image of Œ0; 1��U by
the map h is contained in S . Let � W Hn¹0º ! S be the radial projection and d1 W H! Hn¹0º
the diffeomorphism of Theorem B.2. Then

� ı d1 ı h W Œ0; 1� �M ! S

is a Fredholm homotopy, relative U , between f D � ı d1 ı i ı f and f D � ı d1 ı g3.
Therefore, the proper Fredholm map f satisfies f jU D f jU and (a). It also satisfies (b) with
Z WD B0 \ S .

We can finally prove Theorem 3.1

Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Corollary 2.4 we can find a Fredholm map g WM ! H such
that gjV D f jV and

(a) dg WM ! ˆn.H/ is homotopic to A relative V .

Then gjV D f jV is proper and z belongs to H n g.àU/. By Lemma B.5 applied to g we can
find a proper Fredholm map f WM ! H which coincides with gjU D f jU on U and such
that:

(b) f and g are Fredholm homotopic relative U ,

(c) there exists a neighborhood Z � H of z such that

f
�1
.Z/ D g�1.Z/ \ U D f �1.Z/ \ U :

Then the proper Fredholm extension f of f jU satisfies (i’) by (a) and (b), and (ii’) by (c).

C. Weakening the hypotheses

In many applications to nonlinear partial differential equations, it is useful to weaken
some of the assumptions that we made in this article: On the one hand, one would like to
work with maps with finite regularity, on the other hand one would like to replace the Hilbert
space H by more general Banach spaces. In this concluding appendix, we briefly discuss these
two issues.

All the notions which we have introduced above make sense when the Fredholm maps
are just of class C 1. Higher regularity is needed in the proofs when one wants to apply the
Sard–Smale theorem, see Theorem 1.1. By taking into account the minimal regularity needed
in this theorem, we can make the following observations: Theorems 1 and 2 hold for Fredholm
maps of class C nC2, Theorem 3 just requires C 1 maps, and Theorem 4 needs C 2 regularity.

Using regularization by smooth partitions of unity, we can show that any C 1 Fredholm
map f WM ! N is Fredholm homotopic to a smooth Fredholm map Qf WM ! N . Indeed,
one can smoothen f and keep the smoothing Fredholm by seeing N as an open subset of H
(see [11] again) and by setting

Qf .x/ WD
X
n2N

�n.x/.f .xj /C df .xj /Œx � xj �/; x 2M;

where ¹�nºn2N is a suitable smooth partition of unity on M . Using this fact, one can easily
show that Theorem 1 actually holds for Fredholm maps of class C 1.
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Unfortunately, we do not know whether it is possible to regularize proper Fredholm maps
by keeping also the properness, and hence get the validity of Theorems 2 and 4 for C 1 maps
just by regularization. In the literature, various alternative approaches have been developed in
order to deal with this difficulty, starting with [23] and [16]. A particularly interesting approach
based on finite-dimensional reduction is developed in [28]. It produces a degree theory for C 1

proper Fredholm maps of index zero between Banach manifolds, and also homotopy invariants
for proper Fredholm maps of positive degree. It would be interesting to compare these invariant
with the complete ones presented here.

Now we turn to the question of replacing H by a more general Banach space E. Among
the properties of the model space that we use, a couple stand out as crucial:

(i) E is a Kuiper space, i.e. the general linear group GL.E/ is contractible. It is known that
not all infinite-dimensional Banach spaces are Kuiper. For an overview of Kuiper and
non-Kuiper Banach spaces, we refer to [20].

(ii) E is stable. This means that E is isomorphic to R � E. Non-stable Banach spaces exist.
Gowers [15] was the first to construct an example of such a space.

(iii) E is diffeomorphic to its unit sphere. In [3] it is shown that any infinite-dimensional
Banach space with C k norm is C k diffeomorphic to its unit sphere.

(iv) For the explicit computation of the homotopy classes of proper Fredholm maps of non-
positive index we use that the homotopy type of the space of Fredholm operators is
known, namely it equals Z � BO. Koschorke [17] has shown that the space of Fredholm
operators of index zero of a infinite-dimensional separable Kuiper Banach space is homo-
topy equivalent to BO. Moreover, if one further assumes E to be stable, the homotopy
type of the space of all Fredholm operators on E equals Z � BO.

An inspection to our proofs and the above results show that it is possible to replace H by
a real separable Banach space E which is Kuiper, stable and whose norm is sufficiently regular.
Indeed, when working on Banach spaces, or Banach manifolds, an extra difficulty is the lack of
smooth partitions of unity. Due to this fact, the proofs of Theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4 extend to para-
compact manifolds modeled on a separable, stable and Kuiper Banach space E when E admits
a norm of class C nC2, respectively C nC2, C 1 and C 2. Lowering the regularity assumptions to
C 1 as discussed above is hence relevant also for the extension to the Banach setting. We expect
Theorems 1, 2, 3 and 4 to hold for Fredholm maps of class C 1 on paracompact manifolds
modeled on a separable, stable and Kuiper Banach space E admitting a norm of class C 1.
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